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Dedicated to the OMG city on a hill,  
a place where friends come together  

in prosperity.
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Chapter 1.
“If you’re making so much money,  
then why would you want to do  

this tV show?”
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T he QUeStION hUNG OUt AWKWArDLY, like a big softball set up on a t. Da-
vid Mills and I had just been introduced to Mike, the guy who asked it, a few 
minutes before. Mike was Mark’s little brother.

Mark we knew. It was March 2012, and he was trying to buy an infomercial that I had 
filmed weeks earlier in tim Jasinski’s kitchen. tim, the director, and I had written the 
show. In the infomercial industry they call infomercials “tV shows” - which David al-
ways found funny.

Mark had a big scary contract he wanted me to sign - just one of the peculiarities of 
the deal. the business entity that he was signing on with was from a place we’d never 
heard of - the Isle of Man - an island between england and Ireland with very different 
laws than the US and UK governing its inhabitants.

this conference call the wasn’t the first time things had gotten awkward. Days before, 
when Mark was talking with David, he warned David that if we didn’t get this partic-
ular show up and running on tV we might never get another shot. he said that tiny, 
often indistinguishable factors make you or break you. “We had gotten lucky,” he said, 
“but lightning rarely strikes twice.”

“We could make another show again as good or better,” David flatly countered.

If somebody was a fly on the wall they might have agreed with Mark. After all, the 
first infomercial tim and I shot the previous year in 2011 was dead on arrival - testing 
at a bloated $180 per sale of my book - a beginner’s guide to ranking free on Google. 
Conventional wisdom was that you shouldn’t bother with a show that tests at more 
than say $120 to $150.

that first show cost $250,000 to make, took over a year from idea to creation, and 
never returned a penny.

But a fly on the wall wouldn’t know that the only reason I agreed to film a second 
show was on the condition that David Mills oversee the project and have the final say 
on everything.

tim was the one who had to go to the producers of the show, Doug and Gary, and 
ask not only for a second helping of cash to make a new show, but also for them to 
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agree to let somebody they’d never met - not even spoken with - and whom they 
knew very little about, call the shots. tim must have been compelling, because Doug 
and Gary agreed.

David’s first move was to fire Doug and Gary’s lawyer from the project. the day of 
the dress rehearsal for the first show, the lawyer insisted we stop everything so he 
could role-play what it would potentially be like, in court, should we go forward with 
the show as written.

In his mind, the clock would 
start ticking on an FtC in-
vestigation should we go 
forward. this lawyer role-
played both the prosecution 
and the judge, and wouldn’t 
stop yelling.

he demanded that he re-
write the show. We later 
found out that this wasn’t 
the first time this lawyer had 
pulled this same stunt. And 
the last time he had re-writ-
ten a show, it came back 
with a staggeringly terrible 
$400 cost per order. So we 
had actually done better ap-
ples-to-apples.

David worked with me to set the frame for the show, and then turned tim and I loose 
to write it. then David edited the script and we filmed it. the whole process took just 
over a month, whereas the last show took over a year. Instead of costing Doug and 
Gary $250,000, they only shelled out $30,000. the second show tested at $22 per 
sale. Our rep from Cannella response - the company that placed the infomercial on 
Fox Sports, history Channel and so forth - told us he’d never seen a show start off 
with such impressive numbers.

But the same week we tested the show, Doug and Gary got nuked by the FtC to the 
tune of a 9-figure penalty for the John Beck and Jeff paul tV shows they’d been run-
ning - apparently, according to the FtC they had done some pretty bad things. that 
I don’t know about.

the upshot was that Doug and Gary wanted to sell the show - as they had to sell 
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everything anyway. that’s where Mark came in. Mark ran tV shows selling knives and 
such. he treated David and I like somebody who invented a knife and couldn’t pos-
sibly create a sales funnel and fulfil a product. Mark put us with Joel, his right-hand 
man.

Joel apparently only worked three days 
a week, and only a few short hours on 
those days.

Doug, Gary and Mark pushed and 
pushed for us to sign. this conference 
call, with Mark’s brother, Mike, was just 
the most recent attempt. Mike was pre-
sented as an online marketing expert. I 
guess he was appalled that we weren’t 
jumping for joy with the offer.

“If you’re making so much money, why 
would you want to do this tV show?”

there was a long silence. then, from Da-
vid, “That’s a good question. Maybe we 
won’t.”

And we didn’t. We walked away from 
the $50,000 per month they said David 
and I might get, should the show take 
off.

David called his shot. he said he had a 
better plan. Way better. he called it One 
Man Gang. OMGmachines.com.

this epic ebook is about One Man Gang and the astonishing results by the extraordi-
nary people in our orbit... .



Chapter 2.
I personally know many many gurus/stars/

influencers who have “made it” with  
a huge following. Only a handful of them 

are making ends meet... 
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I ALSO KNOW perSONALLY OVer 1,000 OMG Digital Marketing Agents. Most 
starting from scratch - many battling difficult circumstances. Every last one is kill-
ing it financially. I’m talking $10,000+ per month (and many are 7-figures+)!

It’s a huge green tidal wave - coming for years. In 2018 it’s tipped, from the influenc-
er road, to today, where the big dependable money is in being a Digital Marketing 
Agent!

Here’s the scoop:

there’s a LOt of money and security right now in performing digital marketing ser-
vices for clients/JV partners/affiliates - and for yourself, like in ecommerce. In other 
words: turn yourself into a digital marketing agent!

If I told you digital marketing services were a billion dollar industry, you might be im-
pressed, but not surprised.

But the real size of the Digital Marketing Services industry, which is one of the ma-
jor pools that Digital Marketing Agents feast on, is $700,000,000,000 - that’s 700 
BILLION per year - in the US also, and growing fast. that’s the same size as the US 
military budget! Another pool that digital marketing agents are lapping up profits 
from is ecommerce.

Starting on Black Friday 2015 “Clicks defeated Bricks” - Bloomberg Business pro-
claimed, when online retailers overtook traditional brick and mortar stores.

this epic ebook is about how we deal with the obstacles and advantages that are go-
ing to make that a reality for you… Where you can truly perform as a digital marketing 
agent and you can make the rubber hit the road on doing that. that’s what One Man 
Gang (OMG) is all about.

this epic ebook also has some special video links, including an incredible “Shortcut-
ting the System” webinar introduced by Bob proctor (from the film “the Secret”) and 
led by OMG president, David Mills, with incredible training and more at the very end.

(Skip to the last page if you can’t stand the suspense.)

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-29/clicks-defeat-bricks-during-u-s-retailers-black-friday-weekend
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-29/clicks-defeat-bricks-during-u-s-retailers-black-friday-weekend
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And me? -- I grew up in a ½ trailer park, ½ low income housing development near Salt 
Lake City.

I hoped to “get out” by excelling at school, like 
my brother. I was shattered when I got a C in 
Biology my Sophomore year in high school be-
cause I knew I’d never get into a top school on 
grades. And since I blew out my shoulder in a 
wrestling accident to where I had to have re-
constructive surgery and take a year off sports, 
I knew already that an athletic scholarship was 
out, too.

So it might come as a surprise - it sure was to 
me - that, starting at age 22, in 1998, 20 years 
ago, I’ve done 7-figures as a digital marketing 
agent under 4 different presidential adminis-
trations: Clinton, Bush, Obama and trump, in 3 
totally different niches - ecommerce and infor-
mation in the collectable strategy card gaming 
niche, relationship advice, and digital marketing 
strategy, training and coaching.

the one thing each of my successes have in 
common is getting mentored by David Mills.

David is a digital marketing agent with a sin-
gular skill set that I’ve never seen matched or 
duplicated for going from funnel to fulfilment. 
I mean taking a project from sparking some-
body’s interest, all the way to incredible roaring snowballing member success.

In doing so, David ignores many of the “proven” maxims of marketing and online 
marketing. Other known best practices, David knows like the back of his hand and 
refuses to let us forget. So it’s neither that he “does it by the book” nor is it that he 
100% “goes his own way” ignoring all potential tools and templates.

For the first five years online, from 1998 to 2003, I worked on my own, my only stra-
tegic contact was David, and my friend ryan Gill who showed me the basics of pho-
toshop and helped me with graphics design. 16-hour work days, 7-days per week. Not 
to mention criss-crossing the US, and flying back and forth between America and 
Japan 20 times buying and selling Magic: the Gathering and pokémon cards.
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(Note: Ryan is the one who made the cover of this book - except for the cartoon, which 
was drawn by my artist, Arturo Aguirre. Also note that the approximately $2,000 we 
spent for Arturo’s custom cartoon artwork was the total investment we started OMG 
with!)

So when I found out there was an “online money-getting world” with potentially in-
valuable systems and tools in 2003, I was instantly fascinated.

My introduction to the “online marketing world” - the marketplace focused on the 
skills and tools in the online marketing world - was at a live event in Cleveland in 
2003. I took the trip to attempt to reconnect with my father. But my best friend and 
long-time mastermind partner, David Mills, advised me in a late night phone call to 
take this event very seriously.

David and I were #1 and #2 in the world in the insanely competitive professional 
“Magic: the Gathering” game circuit, fueled by David’s incredible knack for strategy. 
So, as always, I took David’s advice dead seriously.

In Cleveland, I met a man from Amsterdam, Simon, whose eyes danced as he showed 
me a sales funnel he was working on. And nothing excited him more than a 3-ring 
binder stuffed with CDs and documents he’d purchased with software and templates 
for making sales online.

It was like trying to read Chinese... and being expected to feel excited about what I 
was reading... even through, of course, I can’t read Chinese.
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But there was one thing that made clear sense to me.

Dan Kennedy, a legendary marketing writer, was the keynote speaker of the event, 
and the one thing I remember he said was, “If you can build an email marketing list 
or snail mail address list with a connection with those people, you can always make 
a lot of money.”

At the end of an hour-long speech that at times sounded like a rant, Dan offered a 
training package for thousands of dollars on how to write sales letters.

I’ve never seen grown men and women 
run to buy anything. Much less spend 
thousands on a product that amount-
ed to a box of 3-ring binders with Dan’s 
old sales letters and some training.

But what was more surprising to me is 
that I was at the front of a huge pack, 
credit card in hand, heart beating out 
of my chest with tides of fear and ex-
citement.

I called David that night and told him 
about this online marketing world. And 
how we could reach the world with 
ideas through the internet without having to go through a given gatekeeper. After all, 
even Obama needed Oprah to introduce him.

the reason that was such an exciting idea was that David had developed an especial-
ly powerful set of cultural strategies - back then we called it “the Method,” and we 
now call it the “Law of Implication” - that allowed us and our teammates to dominate 
pro Magic. And it was something we were sure was transferable across many import-
ant walks of life, and that some people would really want to know about.

(Not to spoil the story but applying Law of Implication to my life as a Digital Market-
ing Agent is what’s allowed me to make so much money for so long, even through I 
was starting off from such a difficult background.)

Now, in 2003, Dan Kennedy was right, which is why this whitepaper is now so pro-
found in 2018, because even though things have changed 180 degrees, most people 
are still stuck in that 2003 strategy. If you could build a list of devoted followers back 
in that era, you could make a good amount of money as a marketing guru.

One catch was that the main way to get a devoted following was typically to get 
anointed by another guru. And since people hardly knew how to make money online 
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at all in those days - making a website was a big thing... and there wasn’t even such 
a thing yet as social media... so since online marketing was new, the only gurus were 
the print marketing top guns, like Dan Kennedy, Gary halbert (rIp) and Jay Abraham.

And to this day, most of the “gurus” of the online marketing world were anointed by 
Kennedy, halbert and Abraham or somebody like them. But with the explosion of 
success in the online marketing world, and especially with the expansion and now 
dominance of social media, there’s now millions of gurus/stars/influencers.

When I was a little kid, there were only 4 tV stations: NBC, CBS, ABC and FOX. Back 
in those days the only way to become a tV star was to land a show on one of those 
4 channels.

Now there’s hundreds of tV channels... but even more importantly every human be-
ing with a computer or smartphone can easily be their own channel now - or several 
channels.

I know guys with millions of Instagram followers or views on Youtube who struggle to 
pay their cell phone bill. I know guys on hit tV shows who don’t make a penny from 
their “stardom” and have to work day jobs.

Starting in 2003, David Mills and I shelved the idea of becoming gurus/stars/influenc-
ers... 

... Because David saw a strong opportunity, one that he expected to grow.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BSzpEG_gzp2/?taken-by=poweredbyomg
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that opportunity was to become a digital marketing agent. Where you’ve got power-
ful skills on the tip of everyone’s tongue and at the top of their lists, including online 
machines to showcase your skills and even bring in paying customers free or nearly 
free.

Like a secret agent - 007 - both for the modest, but important, skills... but especially 
for one of the deep dark secrets of the internet, like how to get tons of free targeted 
white-hot traffic from the world’s most widely-used site: Google.

On the one hand, I can point to over 1,000 OMG’ers having incredible financial suc-
cess as digital marketing agents right now (and I will as this story progresses)... .

... I can also point to David and my experience in the trenches - both working with 
other clients and partners on millions of dollars in various product launches and affil-
iate promotions…

... For example, last month, after about 60-days of preparation, we launched a new 
project, Alex engine, with tai Lopez and Dr. Alex Mehr ph.D - based on Dr. Alex’s in-
credible, in some ways unparalleled success with running Facebook ads.

We got 5,000 visitors to the sales letter, collected around $278,000, with another 
$500,000 or so in rebills.

And we’re already a hotbed of member testimonials and earnings reports with that 
project!

... But perhaps the best example is what happened when we worked with the least 
famous, least well-known business partner we’ve ever taken on: Greg Morrison.

the result was, and still is a $45,000,000 venture - One Man Gang (OMGmachines.
com) with absolutely overwhelming - even mind-shattering - member success.

here’s how OMG all started... 



Chapter 3.
By 2012, David and I had  

already launched several 6 and  
7-figure business ventures.
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O Ur rOLe WAS WOrKING AS digital marketing agents, primarily focused on 
helping launch information programs both in the relationship advice niche 
and in the online marketing niche, going funnel to fulfilment.

We drew upon the experience from David’s years of marketing and teaching speed 
learning on the campus of the University of Virginia, and our first online information 
marketing experience with teaching people online how to play Magic: the Gathering.

here’s a video of David winning a match that put him to #1 in the world in pro points. 
here’s a fun video of me playing Magic on MtV.

For those curious about what Magic “looks” like. here’s a link to an Accelerated Learn-
ing page where David teaches you how to read and learn faster.

each of those businesses was nicely successful financially. In the thousands of dollars 
per month range. But more than that was the member success.

In David’s speed learning course he not only got students reading 3 to 5 times faster 
than normal, with as good or better retention - but he developed a broad range of 
mental shortcuts that shot them ahead in studies and other walks of life.

Our 2003-2005 Magic: the Gathering online training business got so many testimo-
nials that I opened up a 24-hour phone hotline - we called it the

Annihilation hotline - where our members could call at all hours and record a mes-
sage on how they had trounced all comers at their latest tournament.

We had hundreds of written and audio testimonials.

One of our members, David Sharfman, went from struggling to win at his local game 
store, to becoming a pro tour champion.

Between those experiences we had great confidence in our ability to develop pro-
grams that reliably delivered results that could help a business snowball in the digital 
age. Like I said, David “gets” going funnel to fulfilment.

By 2004 we were confident enough to start acting as digital marketing agents, help-
ing launch several exciting ventures.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwLl-WsyJeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJeqDV_j48g
http://omgmachines.com/accelerated-learning-accelerated-business/
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In 2012, I created an infomercial for an introductory guide on Google Search engine 
Optimization, or SeO. that’s the method for ranking sites in Google’s search engine 
for the organic free area that people use and trust the most.

that infomercial tested off the charts. As I mentioned, the original investors in the 
show, Doug and Gary, got wiped out. When we turned our back on Mark and his 
group, Doug and Gary sold David and I the show on the cheap.

So I had this hot testing infomercial, and all of a sudden, people started coming out 
of the woodwork offering to do SeO coaching for people who bought my guide once 
I started running the show on tV.

(When we tested it, we ran several spots, like on a Fox channel, where we collected 
people’s information if they wanted to buy - but we didn’t charge their cards. This is 
a common practice.)

David asked these SeO coaching people, who told us in some cases they were doing 
tens of millions of dollars per year in SeO coaching, how much money their coaches 
were making doing Google SeO they said their “coaches” didn’t actually make mon-
ey doing Google SeO.
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they told us they hired “coaches” off of Craigslist for something like $25/hour. David 
said that if that was actually effective, they must have earnings reports from custom-
ers.

You would have thought David walked into church naked doing the Dougie the way 
these people were offended with him. to these infomercial “coaching” people we 
were talking to there was no such thing as real widespread member success.

Yeah, the infomercial world seemed glamorous. But I’d seen David call his shot many 
times, and then proceed to smash it out of the park.

Not that David didn’t give the thumbs down to many, many ideas. Or at least say he 
didn’t know.

One time, back in 2007, I was stuck for months trying to better and better position 
a launch. David stepped in and said, “Let’s get it up and out.” One of the big skills 
I’ve learned over the years is that the more David’s advice scares me, the bigger the 
opportunity.

that 2007 launch did $500,000 in sales and kicked off a series of several mid six-fig-
ure launches over the next several months - instead of more and more delay.

I mentioned before that David doesn’t stick to the maxims of the online marketing 
world or the marketing world as a whole.

What David always does is look for the strongest meta strategy.
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Meta strategy is the deeper underlying basis to success. One of the clearest examples 
of meta strategy is in sports. In the early 1980s Lawrence taylor turned the National 
Football League upside down by turning quarterback’s job into a nightmare.

But it wasn’t because taylor was “good” at football - at least not if being “good” at 
football means knowing the plays his coach is calling. But not knowing plays appar-
ently wasn’t a problem because taylor was so much bigger, faster and stronger than 
the players trying to block him.

One time taylor’s coach, Bill parcells saw taylor sack the quarterback on a play he was 
supposed to drop back into pass coverage. parcells told taylor what he did wasn’t in 
his playbook. taylor responded, “Well, we better put it in on Monday, because that 
play is a dandy.”

So when the guy trying to buy our 
show, Mark, told David that if we 
didn’t run the show we were mak-
ing a huge mistake, that’s because 
in Mark’s world, plans are hit and 
miss. David plans so he wins no 
matter what. Not by shooting low, 
or by deluding himself.

In fact, OMG was a very ambitious 
effort, and David told me right 
away he thought we were sitting 
on a potential goldmine.

One of the key meta strategies Da-
vid follows in business and in life is 
to look very carefully at people’s 
frameworks. You’ve probably heard 
it said that actions speak louder than words. But what do you do with that, and how 
do you make money with it?

Instead, David looks at both what people say they are going to do, and then he ob-
serves what they do. And he gives it plenty of time.

this is where Greg Morrison came into the picture.

About a year before the whole infomercial thing heated up, Greg was waking up most 
days at 4 A.M. to go to his day job, working as a casino operator.

But the news that he was going to become a father jolted him into action.
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A few years before that, Greg had come into some success with a website he created 
based on traffic from MySpace. Greg had sold the site for a little less than $200,000.

But he ran through the money, which is why he’d had to go back to working a job.

One thing selling the site had given him was confidence that money could be made 
online if you could find traffic.

MySpace was already well into its decline by 2011, so Greg decided to look into Goo-
gle SeO - search engine optimization, or understanding how to move sites and prop-
erties up in Google’s free listings.

he got the introductory guide to Google SeO, called “Bring the Fresh,” that David 
and I had created with a business partner, Kelly Felix.

(Kelly founded “Rich Jerk,” co-founded “Bring the Fresh” with us - and today has the 
#1 infomercial in the country with his “Credit Secrets” show.)

Greg took to Google SeO like a fish to water. And before long, he had sites up and 
ranking, making him a little bit of money every day from advertising.

he chose to focus on ranking in Google in the addiction niche, because by then, Greg 
was a recovered heroin addict, and he liked the idea of helping others find treatment 
as he had years before.

Greg also put up his phone number on the websites for anybody interested in buying.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bds97wPjKoI/?taken-by=poweredbyomg
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Somebody was. Greg got a phone call from one one of his sites, and an offer to buy 
it for several thousand dollars.

Greg accepted. And then asked the buyer if he wanted more. he did want more. A lot 
more.

Greg made $60,000 that month - if 
memory serves me correctly.

he excitedly went to our forum for that 
introductory SeO guide, and posted his 
earnings report.

I saw it and gave Greg a call. I found 
out what Greg was doing and told him 
to put his pedal to the metal. Greg did, 
in a big, big way.

Over the next year Greg sold over 
$2,000,000 worth of websites to that 
client. By then Greg was dominating 
traffic - often ranking several different 
sites for every keyword you could imag-
ine.

And as he progressed both in terms of 
success and SeO know-how, Greg posted daily, typically several times a day, in our 
forum. Sometimes he posted tips. Other times he answered people’s questions or 
cheered their successes on. Greg even created step-by-step, over-the-shoulder vid-
eos, showing how he used software.

When David and I came off that call with the guys with “SeO coaches” from Craiglist 
- David said, “Let’s call Greg.” Because Greg was (and still is!) successful, duplicatable 
(he has, and still has, around 1,000 websites ranking!) and you could tell by the way 
he had posted over 1,000 times on our forum that year, unpaid, that he was incredibly 
caring.

So while Greg wasn’t by any means famous - especially by the standards of several 
partners and clients we’d worked with - to David, he sure looked like somebody who 
could become a great agent coach.

(We use that phrase, agent coach, because unlike a professional coach - who either 
never was a digital marketing agent, or no longer is, Greg was a strong and growing 
forces as a digital marketing agent, happy to coach)
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David made that assessment based on watching Greg’s framework. Now we’ve been 
focused on SeO for our own offers to a lesser extent since 1998, and more and more 
starting in 2003, and also selling SeO information going back to 2006. And a big 
reason why is frameworks.

Because Google is a particularly “apples to apples” style environment where you can 
very much see people’s frameworks play out. As Google makes changes, you either 
have a mental framework to want to keep up with that, or you don’t.

Something that we’d failed at and seen lots of others fail at, even to this day, is trying 
to network for SeO strategies. It’s just not reliable.

Greg had and still has hundreds and hundreds of sites that he runs careful tests on - 
but real world tests since those sites are making Greg money hand over fist.

And when big updates came, sometimes Greg would get knocked back. that we 
expected, because it happens to everyone. So it’s more what Greg did once those 
changes came, and how he adapted. We had over a year of watching Greg down one 
update after the next, coming out on top.

David pointed out that when we were confronted with this idea of having “coaches” 
who didn’t make their money with SeO, he didn’t necessarily know the answer. But 
he knew that unskilled coaches weren’t the answer and we weren’t going to do it that 
way. Not just from a moral standpoint, but also from a strategy perspective.
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Greg liked the idea of working with David and me very much.

David dubbed the project “One Man Gang” because Greg, like us, did business with-
out any employees. Instead, Greg got lots and lots done with targeted outsourcing 
and his smart use of software. Making Greg all the more duplicatable, because mem-
bers of our program wouldn’t have to hire help, get office space, or anything like that.

With One Man Gang, our aim was to 
arm members with specific,

step-by-step (wherever possible) 
instructions and guidance to teach 
them an incredible “in demand” skill 
set. And really “in demand” hard-
ly covers the awesome power of 
Search engine Optimization.

It all relied on Greg’s framework for 
staying on top of SeO changes. And 
the timing couldn’t have been more 
perfect as Google went on the war-
path beginning in 2011 with the first 
of their panda updates, and then 
doubled down in 2012 with the pen-
guin update.

Up to that point there had been up-
dates throughout Google’s history 
But

they were NOthING like panda and 
penguin. Within months, panic set in 
and SeO experts were running for 
the hills.

I heard daily reports of people who had given up their career in SeO and were looking 
for shelter.

While almost the entire SeO marketplace had been turned upside down, Greg cracked 
the code.

Greg narrowed hundreds of ranking factors down to just 3. the same 3 are now the 
overwhelming reason that sites win on Google. (Later in this whitepaper I’ll share a 
link to a webinar with Greg in it, where he tells you what those ranking factors are, 
and how he tests.)

https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change
https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change
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David registered OMGMachines.com on July 23rd, 2012.

the “Machines” part dated back to one day in the spring of 2012 when Greg called us 
up and asked how David and I liked the idea of him creating several brand new web-
sites for various keywords and ranking them. And capturing the entire process, start 
to finish, every mouse click, every keystroke, over-the-shoulder and step-by-step on 
video.

he did it. then he did it again. And again.

“It’s like he’s making AtM machines online,” David quipped. But David explained there 
was another reason he called them machines.

Because David is a grand master of learning. (For example, David’s son, and my God-
son, Chance, is now six... and he speaks and reads English, Russian, Spanish and Chi-
nese!) And one of the things you have to do to teach, is to understand how people 
make decisions.

Now we originally assumed that many OMG’ers (that’s what we call our members) 
would use Greg’s ultra-powerful free traffic-getting methods primarily to build fol-
lowings - to become gurus/stars/influencers in various markets. Or at least to make 
that possible.

But David also specifically wanted to make sure we blazed a path for OMG’ers to be-
come digital marketing agents.
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And two of the big ways a digital marketing agent makes the big dollars are by 
getting paying customers for digital marketing services (like lawyers, roofers and 
personal trainers), and by having the leverage to make joint venture and business 
partnerships with top people.

But landing clients and deals is an uphill 
push if you have to talk your way to a deal 
with no leverage.

that’s where the machines part of OMG 
machines comes in. Because if you’ve got 
an example site that you can point to that 
ranks in Google, that’s an unmistakable 
calling card.

And even before penguin and panda, most 
people trying to make SeO driven deals 
were doing it without any proof they could 
actually do it. After

penguin and panda set in by late 2012, the 
competition, at least to Greg, was largely 
a joke.

David knew from our Magic: the Gathering 
teaching days, where we designed a cus-
tom deck right in front of our members, 
who then went on to prove their power by 
winning tournaments with it... that over-
the-shoulder training in real world condi-
tions gives members a hUGe edge.

Not just with knowing exactly what to do, 
wherever possible, but also building CON-
FIDeNCe, so they don’t feel so intimidated.

And once you get on the right side of in-
timidation - because, remember as a digital 
marketing agent, it’s not such a bad thing if 
others feel understandably intimidated by 
the barrier to entry, and wander off to do something else - once you get on the right 
side of intimidation, things are a LOt easier.

Armed with several example sites that already ranked #1 in the Google search engine, 
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and the over-the-shoulder videos of every step Greg used to rank them, David, Greg 
and I put together two programs.

One was our full OMG “No holds Barred” coaching, which included a busy mem-
bers’ area with step-by-step over-the-shoulder videos, more lessons from Greg, and 
months of coaching “office hours” where people could get on a Skype group (which 
quickly turned into GotoWebinar webinars to better accommodate Greg’s teaching 
and answering questions).

We also created an OMG Shortcut mini-
course for $150 that included a mini 
members area and a video ebook (not 
unlike this whitepaper + the free mem-
bers’ area and webinar this epic ebook 
links off to, which we’ve given to you 
free of charge).

We did an entire launch of the OMG 
Shortcut mini course, and we told peo-
ple, before they signed up, that mem-
bers who joined had the option to sign 
up for our full OMG “No holds Barred” 
coaching - which we felt was worth 
$100,000 at least, but we were proud-
ly able to deliver for way less than even 
$10,000.

One of the ways we have kept costs 
down, then and still to this day, is to 
rely on affiliate traffic - where we pay a 
commission on sales made by individu-
als with an online following and a good 
relationship with that following, as af-
filiates. Doing that allowed us to avoid 
paying for traffic, which makes business 
unpredictable and often overly expensive.

the primary way we marketed was with fresh webinars focused on actual member 
success and showing off real world results - which, circa 2012, was one mind-blown 
moment after the next for affiliates and prospects.

I led off our webinars with the Lord’s prayer, which surprised a lot of people. Backsto-
ry on that is I actually grew up in a strongly atheist liberal family, but when I wrestled 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2B6%3A9-13&amp;version=NIV
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in high school, my coach Dan Foglio would lead us in the Lord’s prayer before our 
matches - and I loved it. When I was 29, I had still never read the Bible. And it was a 
low point for me from many angles.

David visited me, and on a long walk 
he shared two passages from the Bible 
- Numbers 21 with Moses’ prophecy of 
Jesus, and the story of the Adulteress 
from John 7:53-8:11. Somehow those 
made an amazing difference to me 
and opened my heart to Jesus.

the 2012 OMG Shortcut launch was 
one of the hit affiliate-driven launches 
in the online marketing world in 2012.

One of our top affiliates, Alex Becker, 
asked for a special deal. In October of 
2012, Alex watched one of our webi-
nars, along with another affiliate, rob 
Jones.

rob got his start in the same pro-
gram, Bring the Fresh, as Greg had 
done. And he took the jump-start of 
beginning with SeO and started get-
ting traction with building software. So 
rob leaped to promote OMG when it 
started, because rob was in that same 
forum with Greg, and saw how incredible Greg was for our members.

When Alex saw the webinar with rob, he was inspired and asked me if instead of earn-
ing an affiliate commission he could promote us commission-free to Source Wave, his 
small, but loyal and growing following, in exchange for a membership in our OMG No 
holds Barred coaching program.

(There’s more to the story with Alex Becker to come.)

Once we wrapped up with the Shortcut launch and kicked off the OMG No holds 
Barred coaching program, we set in to help our members get results and to see where 
things could lead with OMG.

Greg, David and I worked on two tracks for giving OMG’ers the best chances to suc-
ceed:

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Numbers%2B21&amp;version=KJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John%2B7%3A53-8%3A11&amp;version=NRSV
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One track was, and still is, relentless real-world research and development - espe-
cially pointed at methods for keeping and even improving our dominance in SeO 
(and other digital marketing trends), and also methods for monetizing SeO and dig-
ital marketing services.

the other track was a particular focus on recognizing excellence in OMG’ers through 
capturing testimonials and earnings reports that not only motivated us and OMG’ers, 
but also continued to help inform the relentless real-world r&D that I just mentioned.

this is a good time to mention that there was a real similarity between the Magic: the 
Gathering strategy coaching business that David and I started out with, and running 
OMG based on Google SeO and digital marketing trends, because of the way Magic: 
the Gathering works, which is that every year, they introduce hundreds of new cards 
with brand new mechanics.

Now when David and I were playing pro Magic, at the very start of things, I remem-
ber one conversation we had when a new set of cards had just come out. And I was 
fuming because we already had all the best decks figured out for the existing cards.

David actually laughed. Not at me, but with me. Or so I think ;)

he said that the way we were doing things - our r&D process for Magic, and really for 
life - had to do with learning new things. Not finding one idea or one thing to hang 
our hats on and act as a source of success in Magic, or in happiness for the rest of 
our lives.
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OK, David didn’t exactly say it that way. What he said, short version, was “Our edge 
is learning.” But looking back, that’s what he meant.

According to David, and he’s logically correct on this, there are two basic ways of 
looking at the world. One way is to have the goal of discovering and permanently 
getting some “thing” that either itself emanates greatness, like a genie in a bottle, or 
some “thing” that makes you emanate greatness.

the other way of looking at things is in 
terms of waveforms. For example, in mu-
sic, the way that Calvin harris makes a new 
hit song is by discovering and rediscov-
ering sounds and mixing them together. 
Some sounds are harmonic. Others, like a 
screeching cat, are annoying.

Now when it came to teaching people to 
play Magic: the Gathering, we were work-
ing with a lot of people who were having 
little, if any, success. Lots of people bought 
our product after weeks or even months 
of playing without ever winning a single 
game. And they went on to win tourna-
ments.

the way we did it was that David and I 
ruthlessly stayed on top of r&D by night, 
and by day we focused on reporting our 
members’ success via email and on our 
site, and learning from them.

With Greg, it was like having a teammate 
who just focused on a particularly chal-
lenging, but rewarding vein of r&D, and who, at the same time, was a particularly 
strong, steady, emotional and inspiring coach and leader.

By David’s design, Greg would answer questions every week during his office hours. 
Greg was (and still is!) also very active in our OMG NhB team Facebook group. And 
I would answer questions via email.

I told Greg that one of my big discoveries, all the way back from 2007, was to ask Da-
vid to make all of the final decisions in our ventures - no matter what. Including that 
if he had to take me off of a project or even all projects, then that’s fine. 100% voting 
share.
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Greg had seen enough of David’s handiwork, and given his personality, Greg agreed 
with that idea. David was, and is, our president. And he’s our chief strategist and sales 
letter writer. (The sales letter is a major part of how we market.)

So to go back to the waveform idea, adding Greg into the mix with David and I, gave 
us a number of ways to vibe with OMG’ers. And he had that vibing be very direct and 
personal.

We had no employees - and still have no employees to this day. that way our mem-
bers are only dealing with us. that’s one of the reasons that David designed refunds 
out of OMG. Because Greg, David and I are in the trenches every day, and David didn’t 
want us to feel defensive to the others if we were “causing” refunds.

But we have also always sold our coaching program with extended payment plans, 
which helps hold us accountable - because, of course, if we stop delivering, our mem-
bers would stop paying.

Our early efforts in late 2012 and early 2013 were all to gain a sense of whether, when 
and how to expand OMG. When I say whether, as you’ll see, David is particularly 
ruthless about killing off product lines that don’t clearly trace back to overwhelming 
member success.

(In your OMG Insider free members’ area, David has a success training called 
“Ragnarok.” Webinar #2 of that series covers waveforms. Replay, mp3 and transcript 
are here.)

Once the marketing wrapped up for our first season it was time to find out what we 
really had going on with these counter-intuitive approaches we were taking. that’s 
next...

http://omgmachines.com/ragnarok-series-with-david-mills/


Chapter 4.
One thing that surprised us, right out of  

the gate, was how many high dollar earnings 
reports we got in just the very early days of 
starting off, even before we wrapped up the 

OMG mini-Shortcut launch December 31,  2012.
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T here Were tWO tYpeS OF especially interesting and even inspiring earn-
ings reports in those days. You see, one thing with Google SeO is that no mat-
ter how well you do it, except in certain narrow cases involving news items or 

certain types of videos, even in those days, ranking sites tended to take some time.

So in order to get earnings reports in the first weeks of getting started, they either 
had to be OMG’ers selling SeO to clients, or rankings for especially easy “shooting 
fish in a barrel” type of keywords.

Late in December of 2012, during one of the final marketing webinars for that initial 
OMG mini-Shortcut launch, Michael Nash offered from the audience to come on live 
with an earnings report on how he’d gotten a home remodeling client to pay him 
$10,000 to do his SeO and site. here’s Michael’s first earnings report.

But it wasn’t just people acting as digital marketing agents for other people’s prod-
ucts and services having success - another way people started making money was 
being digital marketing agents for their own products.

One example came from Stephen Saunders who reported he was using Greg’s meth-
ods to sell several thousand dollars per month in church music. here’s Stephen’s first 
report, also from right before the end of 2012.

then there’s Lonnie Welch. Lonnie joined OMG to help get teens to sign up for his 
Austin AAU basketball teams. I recorded a particularly enjoyable earnings report with 
Lonnie where he recounted how he got so many teens coming to try out that he 
packed the whole gym and had a line running out the door. here’s Lonnie’s first re-
port.

(Michael, Stephen and Lonnie are still active OMG’ers and still crushing it today! For 
example here’s Lonnie’s most recent earnings report, from about a month ago, on 
how he’s made 6-figures per year since he started with OMG.)

As we hypothesized when we started, we learned more and more from our members 
on methods for SeO money-getting. In some cases, we even asked members if they’d 
like to contribute content to our coaching.

Joe Marfoglio was inspired by one of our early webinars to join. What made the big-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-sxfYkdFnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-sxfYkdFnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7Ku4Ad2nvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7Ku4Ad2nvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7Ku4Ad2nvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7Ku4Ad2nvM
https://www.instagram.com/p/BidukvxFpKz/?taken-by=poweredbyomg
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gest impact for him was the idea of having a step-by-step, start to finish road map 
from Greg on how Greg took a site from scratch, all the way to ranking #1 in Google.

that was an enormous boon to Joe, who was already a digital marketing agent. Joe 
was able to quickly diagnose mistakes he had been making on his clients’ sites, in-
stead of searching blindly for solutions.

(Greg and our team made a free over-the-shoulder series on ranking for your name 
and/or brand on Google for the price of a cup of coffee and a scone in your OMG 
Insider free members’ area, to help you get started right! Here’s a link to that series 
inside your free members’ area.)

But however much trouble Joe 
was having with rankings, every-
thing else was amazing.

In Joe’s best month he had signed 
up as much as $100,000 in new 
digital marketing clients!

One of the main reasons was that 
Joe, an introvert, had figured out 
a method for tapping into local 
Chambers of Commerce and 
BNI’s to land a lot of clients.

Feeling grateful for all the help 
from Greg, Joe was all too hap-
py to jump on a recorded video 
training with me to explain his 
method - and even to

role-play it! It’s funny, but even now, when writing this story, I can remember how 
shocked I was when I was playing the part of a potential client at a Chamber or BNI 
event, and Joe told me he wouldn’t work with me! ha!

I’ve had so, so many people come to me with thanks in the days, weeks, months, and 
now years since we first put that training in our members’ area.

here’s a short clip from that training.

Joshua “Fletch” Fletcher went from being brand new to digital marketing to selling 
leads to building contractors, by finding keywords that customers were searching for, 
but where the keyword is entirely non-competitive.

But the big story with Fletch was that he actually had to sell his truck to join our 

http://omgmachines.com/rank-for-your-name-workshop/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4_eVIkAyBs
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coaching program. he had to walk to Starbucks with his laptop just to get internet. 
So when he banked his first $10,000, it felt like the weight of the world came off his 
shoulders. here’s a clip from that training.

In two other trainings I met with trish and 
Andrew reidel, from the Gold Coast in 
Australia, and then with David hood, from 
Dallas, texas.

Both of them were attracting paying cus-
tomers the same way - by using Greg’s 
methods to rank their respective websites 
for keywords in Google, like “Gold Coast 
SeO” in trish and Andrew’s case, and “Dal-
las SeO expert” in David hood’s case. trish 
and Andrew were seasoned Digital Market-
ing Agents, but David was brand new.

When business owners look for SeO ser-
vices in their area, it turns out they often 
search in Google for it.

here’s a clip from trish and Andrew’s inter-
view. here’s a clip from David hood’s first 
report.

I published those interviews in March, 2013. 
three months later, on June 1st, I asked 
Greg Morrison to register NashvilleSeO.org 
and to work with me to rank it #1 in Google 
for Nashville SeO - right as I was moving 
from Charlottesville, Virginia to Nashville, 
tennessee.

We weren’t just tapping our own r&D and 
our members’ r&D to expand what we 
could help make possible for our members.

In March, I flew to Los Vegas to attend Mark 
Ling’s super affiliate mastermind. Affiliate 
marketing is when one person, a vendor, 
makes a product specially available, through digital tracking, for distribution by an-
other person, the affiliate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgZ0cUmVm8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLjpz9cvQ9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNb-bi-OxZ4
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So let’s say that you’re out there looking for a software to make your website look 
good. And let’s say some guy named Sam created a software that can do that. I 
might let my email list know about that software, and then if you purchase it, I get an 
affiliate commission.

Sam wins because he gets a paying custom-
er whom he previously couldn’t reach, but 
without any additional work. You win be-
cause you get software you wouldn’t have 
known about. And I get paid the commis-
sion, and I get to deepen my relationship 
with you and with Sam.

Mark Ling, who was putting on the master-
mind, was one of the first affiliates to pro-
mote the OMG Shortcut launch.

(Chris WInters, whom you might see shirt-
less and ripped on Facebook these days, 
was actually the very first affiliate to pro-
mote OMG!)

the event was star-studded from the stand-
point of the affiliate marketing world. Brad 
howard was there, talking about one of the 
top selling products, Adonis Golden ratio, a 
men’s fitness training, in the 2 billion dollar 
Clickbank affiliate marketplace.

Chris haddad, a storied copywriter that I’d 
been hearing about for years, was also there. he spoke out on an online dating advice 
product he had for women.

So was travis Sago, one of the most brilliant digital marketers that I know. I did one 
of my first webinars back in 2011 with travis as an affiliate for one of his products, and 
doing that webinar helped me begin to understand what you could do with webinars.

travis graciously allowed me to film his speech at the mastermind and we put that in 
the OMG NhB team members area - which was a cool thing, since there would have 
been no other way to see that speech except to be invited to this special mastermind.

My speech was on how we were getting extraordinary results with OMG in two ways.

#1 with getting member success, of course - and #2 with affiliate earnings per click.
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One way of looking that mastermind event was a bunch of affiliates getting together 
to discuss how to obtain the holy grail of affiliate marketing - getting one dollar per 
click.

So imagine an affiliate, let’s call her Sarah, sends 1,000 clicks (let’s say from her own 
email list - though it could be from any source, like Facebook ads or Google SeO) to 
a vendor’s sales funnel - let’s call the vendor John.

the idea is that if Sarah does her 
job, and John does his job, then 
Sarah will pocket $1,000 dollars. 
As in: $1 X 1,000 clicks = $1,000.

the affiliates at this event were 
discussing every kind of test re-
sult you can think of, from the 
size of their order buttons, to 
bringing in some special voice 
coach to punch up the emo-
tion in their video sales letters - 
again all with the idea of getting 
to where the affiliate can make 
$1 per click, and thus, the vendor 
can rake in lots of new custom-
ers from motivated affiliates like 
Sarah.

the thing is though, David and I were getting between ten to thirty times this “holy 
grail” number with our marketing for OMG, both when we were operating as the ven-
dor, and when we were promoting as an affiliate.

I discussed one of our primary techniques we like to use all the time - previewing.

previewing is the opposite of what the norm is for internet marketing.

the norm, the opposite of previewing, is keeping blinders on your potential custom-
ers as you’re meeting them.

So for example, it’s overwhelmingly common for an affiliate and a vendor both to tell 
new prospects that a sales webinar is a “training webinar.” Where we tell people up 
front if we’re going to sell to them.

When we did the $150 mini-Shortcut we told them before they bought the mini-Short-
cut that we have an excellent coaching program which costs thousands.
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this display of transparency with previewing not only builds trust with members, but 
it also begins to build their mental and emotional muscles for succeeding with OMG!

I didn’t cite this example - but I could 
have and it would have been appropri-
ate.

You’ve probably heard of the pepsi 
Challenge. that’s where pepsi can be 
demonstrated again and again to win 
blind taste tests with Coke.

thing is, that’s only half the story! Be-
cause it turns out that in branded tests, 
things switch and Coke beats pepsi.

And this is a real thing - what I mean is 
that Coke actually tastes better once 
people see it in its pretty red and white 
can.

the reason why is that all of the signals 
Coke sowed into their marketing - from 
the dozens of times you’ve “heard” a 
coke can opening and getting poured 
over ice at the movie theater kicks in.

Or the way that Coke smartly co-brand-
ed with McDonald’s with all of their 
sing-song commercials like the “little 
sister” one. Or the way that Warren Buffet, whose Berkshire hathaway owns Co-
ca-cola, likes to brag about how he drinks 5 cans of Coke a day.

So by the time you see the can and hear it crack open, you’re already salivating.

Another way of looking at one of the distinctions we have with OMG in how we mar-
ket, is that most vendors and affiliates in the online marketing world are thinking of 
one day in the life of their customer - the day that customer first buys something 
from them.

With OMG, David has us thinking in terms of day one, when you join...and also then 
about one-week in, where you’re already digging in and building your first “machine”...
and then say, day 100 or day 200 where you might be proudly sharing your first earn-
ings report with me!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4P9DA_iNdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4P9DA_iNdw
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Months later, right before I moved to Franklin, tennessee, right outside of Nashville, 
I went to another affiliate mastermind - this one held by russell Brunson. this time I 
filmed several videos with vendors talking about their affiliate offers and how to best 
promote them.

One of those interviews was with Brad 
howard, right before Brad launched his 
latest product - a women’s fitness digital 
training program called Venus Formula. 
We discussed which keywords affiliates 
could go after on Google, and some of 
the things he advised affiliates to say to 
potential customers.

When we dropped that training in the 
members’ area, there was an explosion 
of activity. Joe Marfoglio was one of the 
people who really got stuck in to the 
training with Brad.

Joe created a new website and ranked it 
with Greg’s methods. that site went on 
to make Joe $50,000 in affiliate com-
missions in short order! Which was per-
fect timing for Joe.

he explained to me that he had always 
wanted to take his family on a one-year 
vacation. And so he wanted to build 
up affiliate income both with websites 
ranked on Google and with Youtube 
videos strategically ranked. (Something 
Joe has been doing since 2011.)

David and I worked with a precious met-
als investing affiliate program in early 
2013. OMG’er Jason Caluori and Martin Lotsberg led the charge, doing millions in 
overall sales of gold and silver. Jason alone racked up over $100,000 in affiliate com-
missions!

Many other OMG’ers followed suit, doing millions more in precious metals sales and 
racking up commissions. here’s a clip from the training videos I created with Jason 
and Martin.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNWu1pxe2Uc
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City SeO sites (like Dallas SeO expert, or Nashville SeO) and Joe’s $50,000 affiliate 
commission generating site are all examples of the machines we imagined OMG’ers 
could make when David Mills registered OMGmachines.com.

By the summer of 2013, earnings reports were roaring in from members of our OMG 
No holds Barred coaching.

Brad Mabry told me that he was acting as his own Digital Marketing Agent to sell LeD 
lights that go underneath cars to light up the road beneath them.

Speaking of selling physical products online using the power of Greg’s OMG SeO rec-
ipe, tim Schmit came in with a mind-blowing earnings report that July.

One of his businesses is selling a high quality eye serum for wrinkles.

Well, they started getting so much traffic in from Google that during some peak 
times of the year they were hitting $10,000 or more - and their biggest days were 
more like $25,000, and even as high as $50,000 in sales!

here’s a video with tim.

By the time he gave his earnings reports, he was riding a 2-month hot streak at 
$25,000 in sales per month! Brad was doing this while working full time at an auto 
parts store in North Carolina. here’s a video with Brad’s first earnings report.

Adam Dare from Australia joined OMG when he didn’t even have a computer. he 
made his first $1,000 using OMG as a digital marketing agent to land a power-wash-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imh0Cxafua4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrShqPab37c
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ing client, and he did it all on his iphone. Within months he was able to quit his day 
job and work from home as a digital marketing agent! here’s a clip with Adam.

Jason Boyd’s was probably the first OMG earnings report that brought tears to my 
eyes. Also from Australia, Jason had been a police officer before joining OMG. When 
a young girl he was trying to protect lost her life because his demands she be pro-
tected were ignored by superiors, Jason was emotionally shattered. he quit his job 
and hit rock bottom.

But OMG and our incredible growing community gave Jason a spark. And before you 
knew it, Jason was making full-time money working from home. here’s a clip from 
when Jason hit $20,000 per month as a digital marketing agent!

I told people from the very beginning that OMG is a city on a hill, a place where 
friends come together in providence.

that goes back to 2009, when David and I took a year off from working altogether 
after a boon year in 2008 with a relationship advice product we’d launched, but that 
petered out with the housing crisis and the recession.

I was consuming books and training voraciously. And taking long walks at night on 
the campus of the University of Virginia. I developed a vision that got stronger and 
stronger, of a shining city on a hill that you could see anywhere in the world.

A place where people from all over the world could come together in amazing suc-
cess.

how real that vision turned out to be is next. plus the ending of a number of projects, 
and the beginning of a very special new one...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVp6Pl9nQKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbdHmxpsJqs


Chapter 5.
When I moved to Franklin, tennessee, right 

outside of Nashville, the very first night I got 
there, I found out there’s a nifty hotel called 

the Drury plaza.
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A ND the WAY It tOWereD above Franklin - I turned to David, who had 
moved there months before, and told him this is where we would hold OMG 
Live. By the fall of 2012, we had lots of OMG’ers clambering for OMG to hold 

a live in-person training event. We scheduled OMG Live for November 2013, a week 
and a half before thanksgiving.

We created a non-recorded non-disclosure environment and paid underground SeO 
experts big dollars to present secret findings.

While OMG Live was on sale, David, Greg and I were ready to address the future, if 
any, of OMG.

In October, David and I took a long walk. At the end of September, we did a final sale 
of our OMG No holds Barred coaching. It was clearly a successful project, with over 
a million dollars in sales, and incredibly happy members.

But how sustainable it was, that’s what we questioned. Because so much was on 
Greg’s shoulders with SeO r&D and coaching, and on David and I with marketing and 
helping members really have the rubber meet the road with success.

During that fateful walk at the beginning of October 2014, David asked me about our 
various product lines, and which ones were generating gobs of earnings reports. But 
it was only our coaching program that had an acceptable (and, in fact, staggering) 
level of member success.

We had two products in the $150 range that both had excellent, accurate information 
on how to rank and make money. But without the full coaching program, the roaring 
member success just wasn’t there. So David canceled both of those programs.

We also experimented with a program where we built and ranked websites for our 
members. Unfortunately, this was the least effective of all of our efforts. It wasn’t that 
the sites didn’t rank. they did. We ranked one person on page 1 for “buy gold online” 
which is an outrageously valuable keyword - but the person who bought it still strug-
gled.

So giving somebody the machines without the One Man Gang training and coaching 
just wasn’t working. On that fateful early October walk, David declined to renew the 
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done-for-you website program.

I remember thinking - our coaching is over, David just canceled our two mini courses, 
and of course, no more DFY’s. So once OMG Live is over...is OMG over, too?

David and I had discussed bringing Joe 
Marfoglio on to try him as an agent-coach, 
alongside of Greg. But, true to his word, 
Joe had moved his family to Costa rica - 
which was awesome for them and tons of 
fun...but Joe wasn’t able to find consistent 
enough internet to participate in training 
webinars.

then a thought popped to mind. “What 
about Fletch?” I said.

Fletch was the one bright spot in that oth-
erwise frustrating DFY program, and got 
lots of testimonials from members.

We brought him in on the DFY program in 
the first place because he reminded us of 
Greg in the sense that Fletch came in, had 
lots of success, and then was really active 
in our Facebook group helping people un-
derstand how he was having success with 
lead generation websites - which is acting 
as a digital marketing agent and funneling 
customers to contractors for profit.

the pieces started fitting together in David Mills’ mind of how OMG could be re-fo-
cused around our coaching program with Fletch stepping in to take pressure off of 
each of us and potentially adding a special spark. By the end of the walk we redubbed 
our improved coaching program “project X.”

By the end of October, project X exploded.

Alex Becker, whom I mentioned earlier as the affiliate who promoted our OMG launch 
just to get to be a part of our coaching with Greg, re-emerged.

Alex told me that he was having incredible success with Greg’s help. And Alex asked 
if he could promote this new project X program.

this was a new thing for us - having an affiliate promote our coaching program di-
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rectly - instead of sending new people to a lower cost “get to know us” offer.

We held a week-long event with two webinars and lots of interaction.

Now I spoke out a bit earlier about the affiliate marketing world, when I was talking 
about Mark Ling’s Vegas mastermind where I talked about elusive earnings per click 
numbers.

there’s also typically a ceiling with affiliate offers where a relatively small, relatively 
unknown affiliate will only make so much in sales on a given offer.

So for example, when Alex Becker joined OMG, I don’t know that he’d even done 
$10,000 in affiliate commissions promoting any vendor’s offer.

Now and again you’d hear stories or rumors that an affiliate hit 6-figures in sales of a 
given product. Again, that’s kind of a thing of legend.

So when that first “OMG Week” was done and Alex Becker had done $1,000,000 in 
affiliate sales of our OMG project X program, it was huge news.

here’s a clip with Alex speaking out on OMG.

By OMG Live, the word was already in that people were loving project X. And the 
good news kept coming at OMG Live itself.

I had an idea pop into my head when I was talking to David about how we would in-
troduce OMG Live....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAbwWzztKv8
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When I first addressed the sold-out audience, who had paid $2,000 each for their 
tickets and flown in from all over the world, I asked, “Who paid for their trip and ticket 
with profits from what they learned with OMG?”

It stole my breath when around ¾ of the room raised their hands! here’s a video clip 
I recorded of that moment.

I asked Alex Becker to come in and 
he delivered an incredible speech to 
kick off OMG Live right. Alex’s back-
ground is that when he got out of the 
Air Force, he went to work for an SeO 
Agency as a digital marketing agent.

But their idea - and basically the entire 
industry’s idea - of doing SeO is to tell 
workers to go on free forums and buy 
$7 or $20 SeO offers for techniques, 
software, services or packages, and 
essentially randomly apply that SeO 
to their clients.

Next, Greg Morrison gave a short pre-
sentation and people went bananas. 
here’s a clip of the standing ovation 
Greg received.

I met one OMG’er after the next who 
was cleaning up. Adam Lever stopped 
me in the lobby of the Drury to tell me 
he was up to $20,000 per month.

here’s a clip.

Faisal had taken my affiliate advice 
and racked up $20,000 in affiliate commissions. here’s a clip.

One of the big events of OMG Live was David Mills wrapping up each night’s learning 
sessions by unveiling for the first time his Law of Implication strategy methodology.

the sold-out audience was glued to their seats, despite starting early and going all 
day.

One of the big moments was David sharing his take on winning.

he described the “normal” way of doing things in life as “attack then struggle if every-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRLRia8_wGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-IuirESh-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45vC4f5PNDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxicc3hWxGo
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thing doesn’t go perfectly.”

then he distinguished the way he plans: “Win -- theN attack.”

What David meant was how winning happens in preparation, by focusing in on con-
text - and let content fill itself in once the context is right.

So for example, if you’re a guy and you 
want to meet a girl, you can take the 
normal “attack then struggle” idea of 
focusing on “what to say.” this is a clas-
sic age-old idea.

that’s focusing on content.

problem is, once you say hello, what 
do you do next? You can plan saying 
hello and even lots of other interesting 
things, of course.

But at some point you’re going to run 
out of material, no matter how hard 
you plan.

Now what? What do you do the day 
after you run out of things you planned 
to say? And the day after that? And 
the day after that?

Instead, going back to the waveform 
idea we introduced early on in this ebook, what you want to focus on in starting a 
relationship off right is building a situation where you send off good waves yourself...
and then you’re able to be attentive and see what kind of waveform comes back once 
you start vibing with that girl.

the core idea with romantic relationships is to turn your back on the “ordinary” way 
of doing things where you’re taught by tV shows, movies, and even dating advice 
books and products to focus on being a high-value person in order to attract another 
high-value person.

But whether somebody is “high-value” literally makes no sense when it comes to a 
relationship!

David thinks of a relationship more like a garden that two people collaborate to make, 
through the way they vibe and build things together. A high-value relationship.
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Another way of thinking of the absurdity of the “high value” approach to romantic 
relationships is the old story of the man starving in a bomb shelter, even though he 
has tons of food...because he has no can opener to get at any of the food.

By the way, you’d expect a person giving such advice had better have a great high-val-
ue romantic relationship - and he does! his wife of over 10 years, Olya, is not only 
lovely, but they have an absolutely incredible time together. She’s the one who taught 
their son 4 languages, even though she only speaks 2 of them herself. She even does 
OMG’s accounting! (Which is no small thing!)

Applying this Law of Implication “win 
then attack” idea to business is actu-
ally what led David to uncovering the 
whole digital marketing agent idea in 
the first place - when everybody else, 
as I said from the start, was focusing in 
on trying to be an influencer.

Again the idea of being an influenc-
er is a lot like the person trying to be 
high-value and have that lead to the 
relationship they want.

there’s a book that strongly influenced 
Koch Industries - the largest private-
ly-held company in the world - called 
eupsychian Management by Abraham 
Maslow. In the book, Maslow imagined 
an island where people get dropped 
off on, and what would happen next.

Basically Maslow pointed out that in 
order for people to interact, they trade 
value.

the idea behind being an influencer is 
to be able to make uneven trades because your overall value is just so high that peo-
ple will come running to make otherwise poor trades for them.

problem with that is that people aren’t getting ahead by trading with you. So the 
more and more you make trades based on the vague idea of being a high-value influ-
encer, and the less people benefit from these uneven trades, and the more and more 
time is against you.

https://www.amazon.com/Eupsychian-Management-Abraham-H-Maslow/dp/025600353X
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Going back to romantic relationships - if a guy focuses in on being high-value, but 
then doesn’t provide the value that a given woman is

looking for, like being attentive to foot rubs and tasty food if she’s a woman who 
wants those things - then every day without foot rubs and tasty food is another day 
he’s piling up a certain kind of debt with that woman.

the idea of the digital marketing agent is being somebody capable of participating in 
building and taking part in owning a high-value financial relationship!

David’s Law of Implication speeches and the reaction he got to them opened our 
eyes into ways that we could help our members succeed even more.

A fun “slice of life” thing happened organically at OMG Live. Now like I said, we held it 
at Drury plaza in Franklin. Now Drury has a nice restaurant with a bar next to it called 
Granite City.

But when I came to the manager the second night of OMG Live and told him that on 
the first night people were complaining because we had around 100 people trying to 
order food and drinks from only one bartender and one waiter - and that we’d told 
them in advance we had a lot of people coming - but again, they decided not to listen.

So I told our guests about Drake’s, right down the road a mile in the Cool Springs 
plaza, because it’s a place that David and I often went to for late night salmon and 
broccoli, and where they have a big bar with lots of bartenders, so people came over 
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by the horde.

Chad, the manager, told me that night was 
the best night in the Drake’s history (on 
Sunday, a traditionally slow night!), and 
even though it was a Sunday night, that 
OMG’ers are the nicest people he, his wait-
resses, bartenders and customers had ever 
met - and also, everybody was asking what 
OMG is where all these people have money 
to spend!

there was something about hearing from 
Chad and the others at Drake’s that left 
such a strong impression on David and 
I. We’ve been around online marketing 
events for years and years and we’d nev-
er seen anything like the raised hands, the 
massive customer success, the closeness 
of the community - that was all so power-
ful.

But to see all of these people put their wal-
lets where their smiling mouths are.

And everybody was mixed together - mak-
ing deals and friendships. Alex Becker and 
tim Schmidt bought round after round...for 
the entire bar!

Something else happened by the time we 
were doing OMG Live. I mentioned that 
Greg registered NashvilleSeO.org on June 
1st. By October we were ranked #1 on Goo-
gle for Nashville SeO.

I also created this video on my iphone one 
night when I was on Music row in Nashville, 
which did and still does rank #1 on Youtube 
for Nashville SeO.

By November, I had worked with David on a rewrite of the sales copy on the home-
page of NashvilleSeO.org. My phone started ringing off the hook with people asking 
me to help them with digital marketing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybe0WFr-RJU
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We brought the news back to our OMG coaching members and it really set off one 
of the powerful earnings report generating waves that has continued on to this day.

to this day, NashvilleSeO.org is #1 in Google for Nashville SeO. And to this day, this 
technique works incredibly for members in big cities and small.

It’s powerful not just for making the phone ring, but also for a jaw-dropping demon-
stration of competence.

Since that time, OMG’ers have also started ranking for other digital marketing ser-
vices in their city, like “Web Design portland” and “Social Media Management Seattle.”

We kicked off 2014 riding a wave of earnings reports from OMG Live and project X.

Brett Muller sent me this video telling us he’d quit his day job with what he learned.

Glen, a former Yellow pages sales agent, racked up $17,000 in his first month. here’s 
a clip.

In February, I got news from Mary Semmer in Chicago that she joined at the start of 
the year and made her first $10,000 for digital marketing agent services - inside her 
first 60 days!

Mary was happy to create a video for other OMG’ers with me showing the letter she 
used to attract high-paying clients, and why she thought it worked. here’s a clip from 
Mary’s first earnings report!

eleanor Scott from Ireland was on her way to $10,000/month with digital marketing 
agent clients. here is a video with eleanor.

But nothing prepared me for Scott Shaff’s earnings report!

Scott came to OMG Live in between deployments in Afghanistan. he was one of the 
people in the audience who didn’t raise their hands to say they made their trip to 
OMG Live with OMG profits.

he had just found out that his wife was diagnosed with cancer, but they couldn’t op-
erate on it yet because she was also pregnant with their first child. Scott was a vol-
cano of motivation. Working 90-hour weeks and living in a bunker that came under 
daily attacks, Scott spent the next 90 days to change his stars.

Scott showed that you can be a digital marketing agent from anywhere in the world, 
snatching up $10,000 per month by the end of the next 90 days, with clients ranging 
from lawyers to bail bondsmen, back in his native Denver! here’s a page with an email 
and video from Scott!

Next, David Mills goes hands on with success coaching. And machines roar to life…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6UUPIZHGKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVEdDNubp3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVEdDNubp3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMawav-UWc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sQ7huXHtvc
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/scottshaff.php


Chapter 6.
early in 2014, David Mills started  

minting Law of Implication training  
videos in our members area.
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I WAS perSONALLY SO tAKeN ABACK by the value of them, that I personally tran-
scribed the videos myself, with time stamps and screen captures! We’re talking 
over a dozen hours of video training!

Speaking of OMG training: I wanted our NashvilleSeO.org site to keep me plugged in 
to what we were doing with OMG. It not only did that, but also started turning into a 
nice burst of extra cash as well each month.

It was fun feeling the One Man Gang training we’re so proud of and to ride the power 
of an OMG Machine myself. We started getting so many leads that I was turning away 
business.

But let me tell you about two businesses we started doing digital marketing services 
and SeO for in early 2014.

One was an interesting kind business that I’d never heard of before, with Ashley, 
whom I met through friends, and who does beautiful eyelash extensions that women 
just seem to love.

Ashley was an example of the people who saw our site ranked #1 for Nashville SeO, 
who couldn’t get in line fast enough to apply to become a client.

Another person ran a more well-known type of business. Kathryn - a smart, gritty 
lady and her hubby, Greg, who had two Servpro franchises in Franklin and in Spring 
hill, tennessee.

Kathryn’s secretary found us ranked #1 for Nashville SeO and filled out our applica-
tion.

When I read what she wrote, I agreed to meet with her at the Cool Springs Starbucks, 
right next to the Drake’s I mentioned previously.

Kathryn told me she was in a bind. She had been paying an SeO company thousands 
of dollars, but they weren’t getting ranked in Google, so they were missing out on 
business.

But the craziest thing was the way it almost felt like she was acting out a scene from 
what Alex Becker described as we kicked off OMG Live - when she finally got some-
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body on the phone from that SeO company, the person was very nice, but explained 
to Kathryn that they had no idea of how to help her - and nobody else from their 
agency was going to help either!

Now what Servpro does as a business is specialize in helping people who have had a 
disaster with water damage or fire damage. Kathryn asked me point blank: “Do you 
think you can get us ranked? Because I can’t afford to waste more time and money.”

She told me that the crews who work hard for her are heroes in her book. And she 
was going to have to start laying people off if things didn’t turn around.

More on Ashley and Kathryn’s story soon.

Greg didn’t coast on his successes up till then, because he had been working quietly 
behind the scenes on a site that would serve as an excellent example of both ecom-
merce and affiliate marketing - by creating an e-cigarette review business.

So Greg started ranking for keywords in Google that people were searching to find 
out which e-cigs to buy - including juices and refills.

Well, it was taking off like a rocket. Greg started sharing it with OMG’ers, as an exam-
ple of success with selling physical products online, and at the same time creating a 
site that makes money with affiliate commissions by selling other people’s e-cigs and 
juices. OMG’ers loved it and got so much out of it.

Greg was doing it by working in partnership with an OMG’er I mentioned earlier, Mar-
tin Lotsberg.
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First Greg and Martin’s sites were making thousands per month. then they started 
getting over $10,000 per month.

Meanwhile, project X was going so well with us getting in earnings reports and peo-
ple really enjoying the experience of having not just David, Greg and I involved...but 
now Fletch was really making a difference for members and for us.

two great examples are Kurt enget and 
Gregory Ortiz.

In the spring of 2014, during a webi-
nar where I was getting a tremendous 
earnings report from Dwayne Arm-
strong, from Canada - Dwayne’s internet 
dropped off…

... So I decided to pull out Kurt, an OMG’er 
from tampa, from the audience.

Well Kurt surprised me because his bot-
tom line was exploding. he was now mak-
ing around $20,000 per month working 
from home as a digital marketing agent!

here’s a clip from Kurt’s first earnings re-
port.

Another OMG’er, Gregory, was work-
ing full-time as a manager at Bed Bath 
& Beyond in New York City when he 
joined OMG. While everybody else took 
lunch breaks, coffee breaks and smoking 
breaks, Gregory was working on becom-
ing a Digital Marketing Agent.

Not to mention burning the candle at both ends - Gregory was regularly up at all 
hours of the morning. I know because I talked to him more than a couple of times 
when I was also up working on projects - and because we had a common connection 
-- Gregory also used to play Magic: the Gathering.

he even frequented a former stomping ground of mine in NYC, Neutral Ground, a 
Magic: the Gathering focused game store and tournament location.

Much like Greg Morrison, Gregory had just had a child born - his son, Mason - and 
Gregory’s motivation was through the roof.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKTqyOozglU
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Well, Gregory broke through in a big way. he even played hookie from work one day 
to jump on a webinar to speak out on how he’d gotten up to $19,000 collected in his 
first 100 days with OMG.

Gregory loved the “city SeO” idea that we were doing with NashvilleSeO.org and that 
he’d also found out about from trish, Andrew and David hood in our training videos 
- so Gregory decided to take a bite out of the big apple - and he was (and still is!) 
ranked on page 1, and often #1 overall, for New York City SeO!

here’s a clip from that webinar.

I feel duty bound to tell you that - while I’m reeling off one person after the next after 
the next who were having success as digital marketing agents through OMG - that 
these are by far not all, or even most of our earnings reports we were and are still 
getting in.

It’s hard to imagine that by the end of this ebook I’ll be able to introduce you to no 
more than 1 in 10 high dollar digital marketing agent earnings reports we’ve gotten 
in...and in fact, the bar I’m trying to clear is more like 1 in 20, because while I want this 
ebook to be thorough, I don’t want it to turn into a “War and peace” size tome!

Suffice it to say, we clearly saw with project X that earnings reports were roaring in. 
So we decided to try to expand the program by showing people how things had gone 
for Alex Becker after his promotion of our OMG training.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCNQByIFIDE
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especially since Alex Becker was now able to proudly point to the fact that so many 
people who joined OMG through him were changing their stars - including both Kurt 
and Gregory!

Anik Singal was the next to promote project X.

At the time, he said he wanted to do it to try to rebuild a connection with his list, 
since they were getting burnt out on “normal” offers - as evidenced by his previous 
promotion that fell far short of expectations and only made him a few thousand in 
commissions.

But to Anik’s shock, his OMG Week 
did a million dollars in sales and 
brought his list roaring to life with 
the energy that only OMG seems to 
bring.

Anik introduced me to Bob proc-
tor, from the sensational New York 
times best-selling book and movie, 
“the Secret.” It was at a live event 
where I really got to see Bob in his 
element.

80 years young, Bob had more en-
ergy and focus than most people in 
their 20s!

I spoke briefly with Bob, and then 
quite a bit more with Bob’s son, Bri-
an, and they said they liked the idea of promoting OMG.

Shortly after that, I met with Jason Fladlien in Las Vegas at the Venetian hotel on the 
strip - at the Grand Lux Cafe - for what turned out to be an extended dinner/strategy 
session.

Jason is a brilliant affiliate and strategist, and when he saw Alex Becker and Anik’s 
numbers, and then he was meeting one OMG’er after the next who were wowing him, 
he wanted in.

his list is largely focused on people who do ecommerce and Amazon. When he saw 
what people like Brad and tim were doing, being a digital marketing agent for ecom-
merce, selling physical products online using Greg’s Google free or nearly free formu-
la, he got really excited.
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In short order, Jason and his partner, Will, whipped up an exciting OMG Week event, 
similar to the OMG Week Alex and Anik had done. they brought their followers in, 
and once again, amazingly, hit the million dollar mark in sales, adding lots of excited 
new members to project X.

probably the craziest of the 2014 OMG affiliate stories was Wyatt Jozwowski. I was 
in St Michael’s in the Caribbean in May at a bitcoin conference with Kevin harrington 
from Shark tank, when I spotted a Facebook ad for affiliates from Wyatt. It was for a 
launch he was planning for that summer…

...And Wyatt was a 17-year old high school 
dropout.

Wyatt was working with Devin Zander, 19 
at the time, who had followed Alex Becker 
into OMG.

their launch was for a software that helps 
with SeO. I told Wyatt that if he used our 
previewing method during the promotion 
- and told people signing up for his new 
software that he was going to offer the 
option to join project X to people before 
they bought his software, then we might 
do really well.

I wish I could tell you everything went ac-
cording to plan. It didn’t. But amazingly, 
when all was said and done, Wyatt had 
done close to $700,000 in sales of OMG 
project X and had put many hopeful excit-
ed people into our program.

As a funny side note, he accomplished this 
before he was slated to graduate - had he 
not dropped out the year before!

Okay, so it’s all fine and dandy to talk about these big dollars we were making with 
our marketing methods and for affiliates. But bottom line, “how is it translating for 
our members?” was the constant question.

Would things continue as they had, like for Alex Becker, where all of the sudden he 
found out that one person after the next after the next he sent into OMG was making 
a killing as a digital marketing agent? Or would things peter out?
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We didn’t have to wait long for an answer.

In October, Anik wanted to promote OMG again, as did Bob proctor. So we had a 
special webinar from Los Vegas, where Anik was holding a live event, and it was in-
credible.

Darrel Ferguson, 67, from pensacola, Flori-
da, joined us on the webinar - he had joined 
through Anik months before - and he went 
from struggling to pay the bills with a print-
ing business he was trying to get off the 
ground…

...to roaring to life as a digital marketing 
agent, collecting $30,000 in digital mar-
keting service orders! here’s a clip with 
Darrel from that webinar.

We were also joined on the webinar by 
Jake tanner, who joined OMG at 23 through 
Alex Becker while he was still living in his 
parents’ attic trying to pay the bills with his 
job as a personal assistant.

Well, that month alone, Jake was up to 
$40,000 working as a digital marketing 
agent!

here’s a clip from that webinar with Jake.

And then a surprising highlight from the 
webinar -- a rare rant from Greg Morrison 
about what it’s like working with David.

“WIthout David Mills we wouldn’t be here….people say we’re geniuses. David trumps 
us all by far.”

Another pull quote:

“I don’t even question David Mills. When he tells me I just do.” here’s the clip with me 
and Greg.

the next day at Anik’s event I ran into one OMG’er after the next sharing their amaz-
ing stories.

Dave Kaminski has a corporate window-washing business that was running on fumes. 

https://youtu.be/OfC4BOXxs-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aum7AR_zyM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxOKgh_sIlM
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he got in OMG and exploded up to $50,000 per month, by acting as a digital market-
ing agent for his own business.

here’s a clip of a short interview I did with Dave.

Albert Cory is an accountant in the Miami area. he was also acting as his own digital 
marketing agent using OMG training and tech. And his business was on fire because 
of it.

here’s a clip of a short interview with Albert.

It wasn’t just new OMG’ers having success. Grace Lever, Adam Lever’s wife gave me 
an exciting update. When I had last heard from Adam almost a year before at OMG 
Live, he was up to $20,000 per month.

Well, Grace gave the great news they were now up to $50,000 per month working 
as digital marketing agents, and were able to move out of their apartment into a big 
house, and both quit their day jobs!

here’s a clip with Grace Lever.

A high point for me at that event was this short interview Bob proctor conducted 
with me where Bob spoke out about OMG for the first time.

What would Bob say after his people got inside OMG, and how would that go? And 
OMG Live 2014 next...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9_O6A8H4pY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWApgQe4Wvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qaFe80vdnVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D61Zi2I7CjI


Chapter 7.
In late October, I accepted Alex Becker’s  

invitation to speak in Dallas for a live event  
he was hosting at the ritz Carlton.
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O N MY WAY INtO the event, Anders Fihn told me he had made $7,000 with 
OMG. here’s a clip of the video with Anders. the overwhelming highlight of 
that event was that Stephen Floyd was one of the attendees.

Stephen heard my speech and tracked me down later that night, asking for a join link 
for OMG.

It was a real honor because I found out that Stephen, who is a former Army ranger 
and a 12-year digital marketing agent veteran, was also an underground legend in the 
online marketing world.

In early November, Dustin Newman recorded a touching video from a lavish tropical 
vacation on how OMG had not only saved his business, but gotten him to where he 
was now making 6-figures!

here’s that video with Dustin.

We decided, by popular demand, to hold OMG Live once again in November of 2014, 
and once again to host it in Franklin, tennessee, near Nashville.

Once again, Alex Becker led off the event. here’s a short clip from his speech.

Also once again, I asked for a show of hands as to who had paid for their OMG Live 
ticket and trip with OMG profits. If anything, even more people raised their hands 
than in 2013.

here’s the video clip.

One touching moment from OMG Live 2014 was when David Mills and I were in the 
Jamba Juice right next door to Drury plaza, where we once again held the event - 
and Jason patterson stopped to tell us how he was sucking up cash like a hoover 
vacuum as a digital marketing agent - $50,000 per month!

here’s a clip I recorded with Jason.

Another exciting event with OMG Live was when David Mills met Stephen Floyd and 
was so impressed that he asked Stephen last-minute to step into the speaking line-
up. Stephen delivered a total blockbuster speech on taking full advantage of the 
Google partners program.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvbR2NhN9aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzbCxXBrH9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mreuFzhGYWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbnsJ-ltrdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDJ8_XAhaS8
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Just like in 2013, OMG Live 2014 was great vibes.

here is a standing ovation for Greg Morrison. here’s a standing ovation for David Mills.

By day, the OMG Live event and training was amazing. By night, we hosted events at 
Drake’s.

One of my favorite moments was 
when I realized late Sunday night, as 
we were wrapping things up, that the 
stragglers still left at Drake’s were go-
ing to wind up hungry with nowhere 
to eat - so I ordered 50 sliders! the 
kitchen was already closed, but Chad 
went back there anyway and made all 
50!

Bill Smith, an OMG’er who was there 
that Sunday night, still sends me ran-
dom #slider messages to this day!

On a more serious note, Chad and his 
team at Drake’s once again reflected 
to me that OMG’ers are such down-
to-earth really nice people...and yet 
they spend money like you would 
think they were rock stars!

that weekend, we completely upend-
ed all of Cool Springs Drake’s earnings 
records.

As OMG Live wrapped up, I started 
getting more and more good news 
from NashvilleSeO.org digital marketing agent clients.

I knew that Ashley’s eyelash extensions site was ranking well in Google. And I helped 
her with a bit of a makeover for her site.

But when I found out she had gone from making $1,000 - $2,000 per month all the 
way up to $9,000 per month by the end of 2014, I was impressed.

especially since she was only taking clients when her young son was napping or 
asleep!

Nothing prepared me for an email I got from Kathryn, the lady with the Servpro fran-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FbNtt9ZYZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euRgt13JWrA
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chise.

Greg and I had ranked her for keywords like Water Damage Franklin tN, and Water 
Damage Spring hill. I’d also worked on her social media, and especially on her busi-
ness reviews.

One touching moment came when 
Kathryn shared with me a handwrit-
ten letter of thanks one of her cus-
tomers sent when Kathryn’s “heroes” 
restored an incredible amount of her 
property after flood damage - includ-
ing a scrapbook the woman made for 
Kathryn!

So when I found out that Kathryn and 
her Servpro business went all the way 
from struggling to pay bills, with fears 
of downsizing - to booming so much 
that Kathryn was able to sell her Serv-
pro business for a million dollars, I felt 
like nobody deserved it like her!

She even sent me the write transfer 
receipts so I could see them! I guess 
$2,000 per month for a digital mar-
keting agent’s help was worth it after 
all!

Crazy stroke of luck - days after that, 
the bay window of my home flood-
ed massively on a Friday night - and 
when I woke up Saturday morning I 
had my own water damage mess!

Well, I knew who to call! And Kathryn’s heroes were right on the job that day restoring 
things like new!

I picked up another notable client for NashvilleSeO.org in December of 2014.

Lydia filled out my application from finding us by searching Google for “Nashville 
SeO” because she started a gym with her husband, Darren.

I remember Lydia telling me how good Darren was at his job - but they weren’t get-
ting any new clients in.
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I decided to put Darren to the test before taking him on as a client. I signed up and 
started working out. I thought I was going to die the first day.

I liked Darren immediately. We took him on as a client working on his SeO, plus help-
ing with social media and reviews. More on that to come.

OMG closed out 2014 with a big bang, opening up a new program called Director’s 
Cut, which would allow past members of our OMG coaching program from 2012-2014 
to continue along with us in 2015 with exciting updates we had in store, at a fraction 
of what they paid to join OMG in the first place.

the biggest news item looking back on the Director’s Cut launch in December of 
2014 and the roll-out of the course, was when David Mills decided to invite Joe Mar-
foglio, back from his triumphant yearlong family vacation in Costa rica, to join OMG 
as a agent coach.

Joe started heating things up fast starting in January of 2015 as we geared up for 
what we thought could be a really big OMG Week event with Jason Fladlien.

Jason was inspired by results people were getting whom he’d sent over to OMG in 
2014, and he wanted to get more into building out digital marketing agent muscles. 
And he loved what we were doing with NashvilleSeO.org.

So we laid out a plan to create an all new over-the-shoulder series demonstrating 
how we roll out a city SeO site - and this all flowed from Joe’s passion for Greg’s over-
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the-shoulder series.

Jason was from Iowa City, so we registered IowaCitySeO.net.

But Joe wanted to bring an X-factor to things - so instead of showing us ranking just 
a website, Joe wanted to show us dominating page 1, not just with the website, but 
with more page 1 rankings by setting up a Youtube video, Facebook, twitter and 
more. All documented step-by-step over Greg’s and Joe’s shoulders as they took 
things from scratch.

In February, I went to Las Vegas for a 
big online marketing event that Jason 
was throwing.

the day before the event I met with Ja-
son, again at the Grand Lux Cafe in the 
Venetian, for another long lunch.

Jason was coming back from a $10,000 
per person mastermind he had thrown 
for his members in Cabo. And he 
couldn’t stop raving about somebody 
who attended named Liz.

he said they’d even had a contest where 
everybody at the mastermind present-
ed a lesson, and whoever’s lesson got 
the most votes wins $10,000 cash. Liz 
won hands down by ranking a Youtube 
video #1 in Google for a keyword in min-
utes!

the next day I gave a speech at Jason’s 
event. When I was coming off the stage I 
spent several minutes fielding a number 
of questions that Jason’s appreciative 
audience members were peppering me with.

that’s when Liz herrera walked over and said hi to me. She told me that she joined 
OMG all the way back during our original launch, and that she and I had actually met 
the previous year in Vegas at Jason’s event.

She also repeated something I said when I was answering somebody else’s questions, 
that previously had peaked her interest and led her to a marketing breakthrough with 
Youtube videos.
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then she told me she had used this breakthrough to hit a million dollars on Amazon. 
Which impressed me.

But then when she corrected me - I thought she made $1,000,000 on Amazon in 
2014...she let me know that she did $1,000,000 just in December of 2014, and I was 
amazed!

here’s a short video clip I shot moments later.

Later that night I texted Liz, fairly last second, asking her if she wanted to meet up 
to go to XS at Wynn. She did, and as we walked in the front door at Wynn, we were 
stopped by a short brunette woman who grabbed Liz’s arm.

“I just made my first sale!” said the woman, Nicole, Liz’s friend who just listed her first 
product on Amazon earlier that day!

It turns out that Liz had an incredible background before she started on Amazon - 
she was even a top 20 earner in online poker 10 years running!

But what was even more exciting was when Liz told me that the way she actually got 
her start on Amazon cost very little money, was highly replicable, as I saw with Nicole, 
and really accelerates you. that really got my creative tension going.

As the night went on, Nicole’s sales kept piling up, totalling a half dozen before the 
stroke of midnight. I could see the incredible confidence Nicole felt!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFvrVJR2kHY
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By the end of the weekend, after spending basically the entire event with Liz, I got 
her on the phone with David Mills, and we planned to have her help take part in Jason 
Fladlien’s OMG Week promotion event coming up in March, and with an eye towards 
possibly joining forces even more extensively.

I was also personally interested in finding out more about Amazon - which was some-
thing we covered in OMG from the standpoint of ranking your Amazon listings on 
Google and some other best practices - but that Liz was next level on.

Liz and I were on the phone or Skype vid-
eo chat for hours a day leading into Jason 
Fladlien’s OMG Week promotion.

And before I knew it, I had listings on Am-
azon myself using Liz’s fast start method, 
creating bundles for kids’ birthdays from 
stores selling overstock items, and I had 
already made my first few thousand dol-
lars on Amazon!

Meanwhile, Greg and Joe were crushing it 
with the IowaCitySeO.net over the shoul-
der series and they were (and still are!) 
dominating page 1 for the keyword Iowa 
City SeO.

And they had every mouse click and ev-
ery keystroke recorded on how they did it, 
step-by-step!

Both of these news items were fantastic 
for people signing up for OMG 2015 proj-
ect Breakthrough!

Jason’s OMG Week was our biggest ever to date as hundreds of new people joined 
OMG.

In late March, Liz and I met up in Fort Lauderdale for an Amazon event she was at-
tending. I was quickly finding out that Liz is very much in the habit of paying for new 
secrets.

She joined OMG, went to Jason Fladlien’s $10,000 Cabo mastermind, and now we 
were off to an event in Florida that cost us thousands each, and we were both signed 
up for a $10,000 mastermind in China at the world famous Canton Fair for product 
sourcing in Guangzhou in April.
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I met an OMG’er named Dr. Larry Oliviero in Fort Lauderdale at the Amazon event. 
he pulled me aside to show me how acting as a digital marketing agent for his own 
chiropractic business was pulling him in an additional $15,000 per month!

here’s the video with Dr. Larry.

In early April, right as we were getting ready to head out to China, Bob proctor want-
ed to speak out about OMG because he was getting such incredible reports from his 
members who had signed up in 2014.

On a special webinar where Bob got to meet Liz and many of our successful mem-
bers, Bob proclaimed OMG to have earned his highest lifetime recommendation.

here’s a clip with Bob from that incredible webinar.

As Bob’s OMG week roared to a close, Liz and I arrived at LAX ready to head to China. 
that, and the first OMG Machines tattoo next...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPv_d-2n-eQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O86TYHH7npY


Chapter 8.
Seeing China through Liz’s eyes and with 
many of her Amazon super-friends was 

absolutely amazing.
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W e eVeN WeNt ON A factory tour to two different factories that we lined 
up. I was investigating hoverboards and bluetooth headphones. We went 
to one factory that made bluetooth headphones and I was surprised as 

we were pulling in - it looked more like my grandfather’s farm in Waverly, Ohio than 
a high tech factory!

But then we went to a high tech factory for hoverboards and we were blown away by 
how advanced they were.

All of this built my confidence that OMG’ers could really do amazing things with Liz’s 
unbelievable help.

One of the surprising events in China was when I met a woman named Susan Mac-
dowell, and she told me that she had a whole affiliate website that Stephen Floyd 
saved!

Susan had stumbled into a Google penalty and lost her rankings, and then Stephen 
brought her site back to life!

When we got back to the States, Liz and I started a series of OMG meet-ups in vari-
ous cities where we were already doing business for other reasons to hear what was 
really happening on the ground for OMG’ers, even more than answering emails and 
from time to time or meeting at internet marketing events.

I met David Choi in Orlando. David was new to America and english was a second 
language.

So he decided to become a digital marketing agent for his own affiliate sites and You-
tube videos. he proudly gave me this $17,000 earnings report from his first 90 days 
in OMG.

While we were in Orlando, Liz and I went to several stores like Big Lots and Walmart 
to record her in the field doing her Amazon fast start onboarding method for the 
OMG members’ area.

In June of 2015, we hit Dallas where Stephen Floyd and Alex Becker live. I also met 
Scott Blair, an OMG’er who went from $0 to $6,000 per month in his first 30 days in 
OMG operating as a digital marketing agent for somebody in the real estate niche in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_9QnxARy7E
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houston.

here’s a video with Scott.

right around that time I decided to move to Miami. I had been thinking about spend-
ing more time there ever since 2006 when I went down there with Craig Clemmons, 
Josh Bezoni, Dave Miz and some other friends.

I rented a 3-bedroom condo overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, at Jade Beach in Sunny 
Isles Beach in North Miami.

Liz also liked the idea of moving to Miami from her native el paso, so shortly after I 
moved there she started coming out frequently for extended stays. Since my place 
was so big and it was just me, I invited Liz to stay with me while she was in Miami.

One of the great upshots of that visit is that I got to watch over her shoulder as 
she planned out her next product lines for Amazon. I got to see how she made her 
products look every bit as good - if not better - than what you’d see in the store. For 
example, she started working on a toy for young children, and the toy itself and the 
packaging looked straight out of a top toy store.

As a poker player, Liz had focused on playing the right opponents (more guppies, 
less sharks) and also keeping cool and staying off “tilt.” tilt, from pinball machines, is 
where a poker player starts making rash decisions, like being too aggressive or not 
aggressive enough.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KePzyV8Pjz4
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I saw how that mentality flowed into her product selection and product creation 
process. Liz constantly watches Amazon for hot niches where the competition hasn’t 
yet caught up to the demand. But when she goes into a category, she brings her 
A-game...even if there’s not a lot of competition, she treats her products with a very 
high touch.

Bob proctor had an event in Los Ange-
les that July that he invited Liz and I to 
attend. We told OMG’ers about it and a 
number of them also turned out.

Kea let me know he was up to $10,000 
per month with his affiliate site. here’s a 
video.

Michael Gall was up to $20,000 a month 
working as a digital marketing agent for 
other businesses, and grinning ear to ear. 
here’s a video.

James pemberton just hit the $8,000 per 
month mark, also operating as a DMA for 
other businesses. here’s a video.

We also found out from Andy, who works 
for Bob proctor, that Andy and Bob’s 
team had been able to make so much 
progress by using Greg Morrison’s SeO 
blueprint that they were bringing in an 
extra $20,000 per month. here’s a video 
with Andy.

On our way back to Miami, Liz and I stopped in Vegas for an Amazon event. I was 
blown away when I met Michael Morin, who told me how incredibly much Liz’s train-
ing in OMG had helped him. then he showed me his sales stats and they were incred-
ible - $167,000 in sales the previous month! here’s the video.

One of the many very cool things about Joshua “Fletch” Fletcher is the way through-
out the years that he’s held meetups for OMG’ers in the phoenix, Arizona area.

In August, Joe, Liz and I decided to come out to take part in one of Fletch’s events, 
and it was awesome.

travis Causey and Josh Fairhurst came all the way from rural Oregon to attend the 
event. they proudly let me know they were up to $6,000 per month, operating as 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io6TBX2nnfI&amp;t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io6TBX2nnfI&amp;t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gL0QyfEmEjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEqEmLCmmJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4Vd0ZbnhiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klsZEqHPBvE
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digital marketing agents. here’s the video.

In October I got an especially touching earn-
ings report from Alex Jackson. Alex joined us 
at the beginning of 2015, and in the next 9 
months he picked up so much steam that he 
was able to get a beautiful oceanfront home.

here’s the video.

Nick from Germany sent me an awesome 
video where he showed off his Amazon stats 
from using Liz’s techniques and coaching. 
$50,000 per month selling dog products. 
Nick’s report was especially heartening to 
me because english is his 2nd language and I 
knew from emails from him that he struggled 
with OMG early on. here’s the video.

David hood also sent in a video in October to 
update us. he was now up to over $500,000 
he’d collected operating as a digital market-
ing agent since joining OMG! here’s the video.

We decided to do OMG Live 2015 once again 
in Franklin, at the Drury plaza. Since I no lon-
ger lived in Franklin, I had to use Uber to get around. And Uber was quite new to 
Franklin at the time, without many drivers.

So when I found myself stranded at the Starbucks next to Drake’s shortly before I was 
supposed to be at the Drury starting off the OMG Live event on Friday - I had the 
funniest instinct to go back inside the Starbucks and see if I could hitch a ride with 
an OMG’er.

And wouldn’t you know it, the moment I turned to walk back into Starbucks I was 
stopped by an OMG’er, Jeff pittard. Like Nick from Germany, whom I mentioned just 
a moment ago, Jeff, a roofer, had a slow start with OMG.

So when Jeff told me he just made $50,000 that month selling a site that he’d made 
to another roofer, I was blown away! Jeff even got an OMG Machines tattoo on his 
arm to celebrate! here’s the video.

As we began OMG Live we once again asked people who made their trip with OMG 
profits. Shock and awe once again. here’s the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-qB3aUlTa4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpjiuthjfXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8s1CrT1BtQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN5dXfagVjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVWyZWDF1Bc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m-Ftr6rNrY
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the first night at Drake’s, Dino Gomez let me know he was up to $35,000 per month 
operating as a digital marketing agent for other businesses!

here’s the video.

the next morning James Cook proudly let me know he was up to $30,000 per month 
as a digital agent for other businesses. here’s the video.

Wade Cockfield, from Australia, was up to $20,000 per month as a digital marketing 
agent for clients. here’s the video.

Joshua Ferris was up to $15,000 per month operating as a digital marketing agent for 
his own ecommerce business on Shopify. here’s the video.

David Newberry, also from Australia, was up to $25,000 per month operating as a 
digital marketing agent for clients. here’s the video.

Once again, OMG Live rocked and rolled and OMG’ers were singing in the streets.

I got word back from Chad that, for the first time, his Drake’s was not just shattering 
their own records during OMG Live...but that they were tops for all of the Drake’s 
franchise (and Drake’s has some very big locations in hot college football towns in 
the Southeast - like Alabama.)

And if anything, OMG’ers were getting nicer and nicer while getting richer and richer!

Next, an OMG’er comes to a crossroads with his deadly dayjob, David Mills’ legendary 
Dissolving Fear webinar, and tai Lopez’s garage…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqq8TVzD7Vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBdrrMqERg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFmDSShczzk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdSKD2FN0_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdSKD2FN0_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OsXdMMM5Vk


Chapter 9.
Stephen started work on an a-to-z, step- 

by-step, nothing left out, start from scratch, 
go all the way to being a competent digital 

marketing agent training module.
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A S OMG LIVe 2015 WrAppeD up and we prepared for OMG 2016 project 
Assimilation, David officially added Liz (by then I’d given her the nickname 
hurricane Liz - because she’s a force of nature!) and Stephen Floyd to our 

agent coaching team.

Stephen started work on an a-to-z, step-by-step, nothing left out, start from scratch, 
go all the way to being a competent digital marketing agent training module. he 
called it “Logical plus” and it was exciting hearing him describe it.

the 2015 Over-the-Shoulder series for ranking IowaCitySeO.net was a massive suc-
cess and people loved it. plus IowaCitySeO.net turned into quite a nice cash cow for 
Joe.

that gave Joe and Greg the idea of developing a website that would act like a real 
business for a 2016 over-the-shoulder series. One of the things that Joe discovered 
when he lived for a year in Costa rica is that it’s one of the premier destinations for 
sports fishing.

So Joe and Greg began work on a site to sell sports fishing tours in Costa rica in part-
nership with a tour company owner that Joe had met during his time there.

In 2006, a few months before David Mills and I created our part of the marketing 
campaign for the StomperNet 14-million dollar sales day (John Reese, in essence 
planned the rest of the relevant strategy for that) I met with Craig Clemmons in West 
hollywood to plan the copywriting strategy.

I first met Craig in 2004, in Los Angeles, a couple of months before John reese and 
I did the million dollar day launch for his traffic Secrets Google and Yahoo pay-per-
click home study course.

Craig was 19 and working as a copywriter for eben pagan in an information business 
eben created called “Double Your Dating.”

Craig brought us to the famous project hollywood West hollywood mansion chron-
icled in Neil Strauss’ New York times bestseller, “the Game: penetrating the Secret 
Society of pick up Artists,” which would come out a year later in 2005.

So when I found out from Andrew Fox that Craig - now one of the most successful 
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online marketers in the world, powered by his copywriting - was in Miami in late No-
vember, Liz and I met up with Craig for dinner.

I told Craig about what we’d been doing with OMG - with around

$20,000,000 in sales at that point, and of course, just the massive member success 
and culture. he told me what he’d been doing in his ventures.

“I’ve been working on something 
new.” Craig said at one point, lighting 
up. “Make ‘em cry.”

Craig explained that if his writing 
couldn’t get to the emotional boiling 
point for people, he kept working un-
til it did.

I’ve always been an emotional writer 
- I even remembered back to 2005 
when I was managing the product 
Launch Formula launch, which was 
basically about the 2004 Million Dol-
lar Day, and also chronicled the Mag-
ic: the Gathering training business 
that David and I created...and during 
that launch when I realized there 
wasn’t an emotional connection with the audience - just by reading feedback - I 
wrote something called “the Back to the Wall” report.

I actually cried when I wrote it. And wow, was it effective.

I shared what Craig said with David Mills and he pointed out that Craig’s idea was an 
accurate template for going for a deep sense of personal connection.

It also sent me back to a moment a couple weeks before when we were at Drake’s the 
last night of OMG Live 2015 when Brian Kvisler cornered me, put his big paw on my 
shoulder and he told me what a huge difference I’d made in his life.

I started tearing up then and there, because Brian is one of those all-time emotion-
al stories at OMG. he posted his first earnings report back in July of 2014. he was a 
smoke jumper - one of those heroes who jump out of helicopters to battle deadly 
forest fires.

he lost 19 of his firefighter brothers the year before he joined OMG, wanting to change 
his stars.

http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/brian-k-boom.png
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talking to Craig about OMG helped me see something that I was almost missing be-
cause of the forest for the trees situation - where I was so close to OMG’ers having 
such success, in many cases against all odds, which was becoming “normal” to me 
- even though it’s unique!

In early December, I got some text messages in from the personal trainer, Darren, 
whom I’d taken on as a client at the end of 2014. By OMG Live, 2015 Brian was up well 
over $15,000 per month and working from the safety of his home - or globe trotting!

It turns out his business took off in a huge 
way from the rankings and digital marketing 
help Greg and I had given him.

he went from flat growth to where now 
he was coming up on nearly $30,000 per 
month!

Liz heard back from Nicole, her friend we 
bumped into on our way into Wynn on the 
first day Liz and I met back in February 
2015, who was now up to around $6,000 per 
month on Amazon by December 2015!

Another early December highlight was a 
video from Glen who just bought himself 
a brand new Mercedes convertible with 
his digital marketing agent money-getting. 
here’s the video.

On another early December night, I got a 
Facebook message introduction from Devin 
Zander to meet Sean Vosler.

A couple months earlier, David Mills sent me 
a link to tai Lopez’s now famous “In my garage” video (over 60 million views!) David 
told me that tai could be a really strong affiliate partner for OMG.

I watched the video and sent an email to tai’s support desk introducing myself. But I 
hadn’t heard back. I made another attempt to connect to tai through Gerry Cramer - 
another top OMG affiliate.

Devin explained that, through Sean, he’d just worked with tai on a small, but nicely 
successful project. And Devin thought the same thing as David Mills - that tai ought 
to be working with OMG.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyFFLTvf3lE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cv1RJTHf5fk
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When I gave Sean the rundown on OMG he found himself agreeing with David and 
Devin. So Sean connected me with Maya Burkenroad - Sean explained that Maya was, 
in essence, tai’s de facto CeO.

Maya arranged for a meeting at tai’s Beverly hills compound several days later. Alex 
Becker, who by this point had sold over 3 million dollars worth of OMG - and told me 
he’d be glad to come along with Liz and I to help lay out how best to promote OMG 
for tai and Sean.

Wyatt and Devin agreed to come as well, which was fabulous since they could lend 
great perspective on OMG.

When Liz and I arrived in Beverly hills, we met with Sean, who explained that tai’s 
67-Steps book club had blown up and could be a tremendous audience for OMG.

Shortly afterwards, tai came out to show us around his home. It’s gigantic with a koi 
fish pond in the entry, and a massive backyard studded with a pool with three large 
cabanas to the side and 40-foot high palm trees.

tai led us back to his favorite spot - the basketball courts that are tucked behind his 
gym.

We ate dinner at Le petit Four in West hollywood, then reconvened the next day to 
discuss affiliate marketing and promoting OMG.

tai shot a video a few days later talking about OMG. In that video tai famously said, 
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“Nobody wants to be a sucker. But you also don’t want to be a cynic,” regarding his 
own decision to find out about OMG by promoting it to his following and to see how 
people liked it.

We did two webinars for tai’s audience the day before New Year’s, and then again on 
New Year’s day, January 1st, 2016, and it went tremendously.

the same day, Greg Morrison posted his shocking personal physical transformation 
before and after snapshot on his Instagram. here’s the picture.

On January 5th, my Lamborghini salesman Cip set up a test drive for a Bugatti Vey-
ron - which is a two million dollar sports car. I filmed this video of the drive.

Martin Lotsberg saw the Bugatti video and let me know he’d just bought his dream 
car - a Nissan Skyline, the predecessor to the Gtr. here’s a snapshot.

A few days later, David Mills held a total blockbuster webinar on Dissolving Fear - in-
troduced by Bob proctor.

We’ve had so very many thank you’s since! here is David’s Dissolving Fear video - 
with the Bob proctor intro - it’s a part of your OMG Insider free members’ area!

One of my favorite comment threads about David’s Dissolving Fear video, started by 
Melanie Yan, is also posted on the page below David’s and Bob’s videos. tai asked Liz 
and I to come back to Beverly hills the second week in January to do a live call with 
him on Youtube and his other social media platforms like Youtube live.

https://www.instagram.com/p/50Bm00hIKG/?taken-by=gregmde
https://www.instagram.com/p/50Bm00hIKG/?taken-by=gregmde
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ca8m0HDbg_A
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/martin-skyline.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/martin-skyline.png
http://omgmachines.com/dissolving-fear/
http://omgmachines.com/dissolving-fear/
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Before the live call, Bob proctor asked Liz and I to come over to the LAX hilton, 
where he was preparing for a live event the next day. he wanted to shoot a video with 
us because it was the last day of that season of OMG. here’s that video.

We did the live call from tai’s library and Liz even used several of tai’s books as 
props...since the way she got her start on Amazon two years before was selling her 
little sister’s textbooks when she ran into a crisis when the US Department of Justice 
basically outlawed online poker overnight - freezing 7-figures in Liz’s chips!

Dozens from tai’s staff stuffed the entryways to the set so they could watch in per-
son, while the rest of tai’s staff huddled around computers to watch the live stream.

Nobody was a cynic that night. For example, Liz and I went to In-and-Out Burger a 
short walk from our hotel, the hollywood roosevelt, for double doubles animal style, 
after the live call wrapped...I went to the bathroom, and by the time I came back out, 
we’d done $80,000 in sales!

Jayme Washington, who had joined earlier in the week, posted her first earnings re-
port the next day. She’d hit $1,000. here’s her post.

Nick from Germany sent me an earnings report update when he had his first $100,000+ 
month on Amazon! here’s a snapshot.

Up next, the day people stopped slipping through the cracks, and car camping at 
Coachella in my Lamborghini...

http://omgmachines.com/bob-liz-mike
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/jayme-1k.jpg
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/nick-111k.jpg


Chapter 10.
Mid-January I took tai up on an  

invitation to attend a live event he was 
holding in New York City.
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I CAMe FACe tO FACe WIth several people who had joined just joined OMG and 
who were really excited - including Caliph herald whom you’ll hear about soon. I 
recorded this short clip from the audience of tai speaking.

Cary Blackburn’s digital marketing agent earnings rocketed to $40,000 per month - 
most of the profits coming from Google SeO. here’s Cary’s post.

February started with a bang when Justin West sent a picture of an $8,200 check he 
got from an SeO client. here’s Justin’s post.

thomas Oxlee from South Africa and living in Barcelona sent in a terrific update on 
his digital marketing agent earnings powered by SeO. the previous year he’d made 
$13,000. By the 1st week of February he’d already collected more in 2016 than all of 
2015!

here’s thomas’ post.

Now thomas’ earnings report was especially sweet for me. I answer all of the emails 
for OMG, and I can’t think of too many people who seemed to be struggling more 
than thomas - and at times I wondered if he’d make it.

When I saw thomas really starting to kick butt, it was a big ol’ slice of humble pie for 
me - and started really teaching me a lesson.

Now I’m not trying to make myself out to be the type of person who doubts others. If 
anything, I’m about as a big a believer in the power of the human spirit there is.

But nothing prepared me to just see people win, win, win non-stop.

In late February, tai asked Liz and I to come back out to do a live call for his following.

As always, I was staying at the hollywood roosevelt hotel - that particular time I was 
staying in the Marilyn Monroe suite - which comes complete with Marilyn’s ghost! 
Now the poolside at the roosevelt is a lot of fun - they have big pillows and cabanas 
all the way around it and often have DJs.

the night after the live call with tai, I met Cassidy. After spending some time talking, 
I texted Liz to find out where she was - and to tell her I’d met somebody really cool.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPAr4ZI6QSc
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/cary-blackburn-41k.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/justin-west-8200.jpg
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/thomas-oxlee-13k.png
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Liz, who was meeting with friends, agreed bring everybody over to meet us at Sunset 
trocadero. Best day of my life.

two monster earnings reports came in late February.

One was from riz Lakhini who started really breaking through on Amazon. he got up 
to $50,000 in a single month. here’s riz’s post.

then we got an update from Jake tanner, who I told you about back from October of 
2014. Jake was up to $170,000 per month by February of 2016. Most of the profit off 
of that was from SeO. here’s Jake’s text messages to me.

Stephen Floyd’s Logical plus A to Z digital marketing agent training dropped in the 
OMG coaching members area in March. Stephen covered absolutely everything from 
business logo and business card to getting started with SeO and getting your first 
clients as a digital marketing agent.

that was the day people stopped slipping through the cracks with OMG. It’s not that 
we didn’t try to cover every base with people. But between what we’d already done, 
and what Stephen then came to the table with, the mix wound up to be an incredible 
triumph for OMG!

Linda prudholme-Warrior sent me a heart-warming earnings report - she said she was 
in tears when she landed her first client deal for $13,864!

here’s Linda’s email to me.

http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/riz-50k.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/jake-170k.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/linda-13k.png
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After eugene Dunkley signed a client for a $30,000 3-month gig he posted this in the 
facebook group. here’s his post.

Keyan razi posted this when he landed his first SeO client. Much more on Keyan to 
come.

henry Vega shared this touching post March 
25th - on how his digital marketing agent SeO 
clients paid for his $25,000 wedding with the 
woman of his dreams. What hit me in the heart 
was when he said that he had waited on the 
wedding until he felt like he could give his wife 
the wedding she deserved.

helene thuiton sent me this Snapchat March 
29th with the incredible news that she’d got-
ten her digital marketing agent client mon-
ey-getting up to $15,000 per month!

Bob proctor invited me to his April 3rd semi-
nar at the LAX hilton. Shortly after I arrived I 
was approached by Jayme Washington - and I 
recorded this short video - on how Jayme was 
now up to $12,000 that she had made with 
OMG since joining in January!

Cassidy and I were flying back and forth so 
often between Miami and LAX between work 
and visiting her family that we decided to 
move to West hollywood. After looking around 
quite a bit, I wound up leasing a house in West 
hollywood in the hills from Josh Altman from 
Million Dollar Listing on Bravo tV. Josh told us 
that the house below ours was Calvin harris’.

here’s a clip.

I took a short trip to Las Vegas to peek in on Alex Becker’s incredible 10 pillars confer-
ence - our own hurricane Liz was speaking at that event. I got stopped by an OMG’er 
from Germany named Sebastian Natur, and he let me know he was up to $16,000 per 
month acting as a digital marketing agent on his own affiliate websites!

A few days later, Scott Shaff and his wife, Morgan, closed on a new house that Scott 
bought with the money coming in from his digital marketing agent clients! this was 

http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/eugene-30k.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/keyan-boom.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/henry-married.jpg
https://www.instagram.com/p/BDkFxhqD8pC/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
https://www.instagram.com/p/BDwPgGHj8ox/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
https://www.instagram.com/p/BDwPgGHj8ox/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
https://www.instagram.com/p/BD2BYwWD8rI/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
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especially emotional for me since I had called Scott, somewhat out of the blue, a few 
months before.

Scott answered the Sunday phone call from his church where he volunteers to help 
with safety - and told me that he would be re-deploying to Afghanistan soon. Some-
thing came over me and I wound up, at some point in the conversation demanding 
that Scott quit his job as a military contractor and just stay home where it’s safe.

Scott later told me that Morgan was nervous, 
wondering if Scott would be able to keep 
things going so well with this digital market-
ing agent stuff. But he took my advice. So 
seeing their big smiles and the new house 
months later made me feel amazing! here’s 
the post.

I also got this update from thomas in Barce-
lona - he’d let go of his day job at the end of 
March to focus full time as a DMA!

I shared this Snapchat from Michael Simpson 
in an email dispatch on April 12th - he was up 
to $20,000 per month with his money-get-
ting! Michael and I wound up messaging more 
on Snapchat and I found out he was in Santa 
Monica. I invited him over to a kickback Cas-
sidy and I were having in West hollywood. It 
was fun to get to celebrate together in front 
of the rooftop firepit!

April 17th I stopped by tai Lopez’s Beverly 
hills compound and we filmed this video in 
his famous garage. the occasion was that tai was getting in one thank you after the 
next, including droves of earnings reports, from those who listened to him and joined 
OMG, with zero complaints.

he wanted to share a new OMG Week with people who had joined his following re-
cently and for those who missed out.

Another interesting thing tai did for the first time with that promotion was take his 
Snapchat for a test drive to see what it could do with generating affiliate energy. he 
made a point, the first day we started - even shortly before we filmed that April 17th 
video in his garage, to open up with just Snapchat, no emails.

http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/scott-house.jpg
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/scott-house.jpg
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/thomas-oxlee-djk.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/michael-simpson-20k.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MndHxbm3bZM&amp;t=339s
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We had around 1,400 people sign up for our event notification list that day! Which is 
a big big number - especially given tai hadn’t used his email list.

David Mills and I had been working on an idea to help empower OMG’ers - it was actu-
ally the precursor to the huge news we’ve been breaking now, including with this epic 
ebook, on the Influencer/Guru/Star vs Digital Marketing Agent shift. I started telling 
people on a live call we did with tai, that “In life, you build or you beg.”

here’s what I said:

It may sound harsh to some people, but the way it goes in business is build or beg.

either you beg teachers for high enough grades to get through school by pandering 
to their basically random quizzes and tests etc., then you beg for a job during the 
interview process; if you get the job you beg to keep the job, beg for a raise, beg for 
time if you want to ever vacation and it never stops…

...Or you can build powerful skills that can empower you as an agent to do your mon-
ey-getting directly. people had such an emotional reaction to that idea - build or beg 
- and they wanted to BUILD BUILD BUILD!

that OMG week was also funny timing because Cassidy and I had agreed months in 
advance with friends to go car camping at Coachella from April 22-24. the 24th was 
also the last day of tai’s April 2016 OMG week.

I drove out in my Lamborghini Aventador roadster and Cassidy brought my Mercedes 
G63 G-wagon. Both turned out to be surprisingly useful! the

G-wagon not only powered up my Macbook pro laptop as I wrote emails and tended 
to the funnel, one day I counted and it was charging my laptop and 6 cell phones at 
the same time!

Lambo was a source of non-stop entertainment for fellow car-campers - hundreds of 
people made the pilgrimage to our part of the vast parking lot to see if the rumors of 
my Lambo were true. Jason henry, a reporter for press enterprise (pe.com) asked for 
an interview, and he wrote up this entertaining article (next page):

https://www.pe.com/2016/04/24/coachella-2016-meet-the-former-8217magic-the-gathering8217-champion-who-brought-his-lamborghini-to-indio/
https://www.pe.com/2016/04/24/coachella-2016-meet-the-former-8217magic-the-gathering8217-champion-who-brought-his-lamborghini-to-indio/
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We happened to have a rush of earnings reports that were really cool that week. 
here’s a couple examples:

Gilbert got a $3,500 check in to act as a DMA for an ecommerce business and posted 
this.

pretti Burch landed a $1,500 per month client and posted this.

eugene Soh, from Australia, posted this when he picked up his first client at

$5,000/month! this one was a Stephen Floyd special - one of many, many earnings 
reports we got in from his SeO flash update on Google clamping down on non-mo-
bile friendly websites!

Sunday night I was 1-handing an email going out to the OMG list and tai’s following 
while watching Calvin harris. I wrote the email while we watched the show - but I 
couldn’t send it out until it was over and we walked hundreds and hundreds of yards 
away from the main stage because at Coachella there’s no internet anywhere near 
the stage!

that day we had over a million dollars worth of orders for OMG, which meant many 
testimonials and earnings reports to come.

At this point in our story I’ll stop reporting our sales numbers - just to keep things 
brisk - and give you an overall sense of what was going on for us as a business. Suf-
fice it to say, OMG is a many times over 8-figure venture with lots and lots and lots of 
member success and good vibes!

One of the upshots of this launch was it was the second time we worked with tai - it 
was interesting to see tai study the launch and what we were doing so he could bet-
ter understand David and my launch recipe.

Next, Alchemy, and an OMG’er winning big on Shark tank...

http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/gilbert-boom.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/gilbert-boom.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/pretti-9k.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/eug-boom.png
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A lot of people ascended as they  

continued to work with OMG.
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I hAVeN’t eVeN NeArLY pOINteD OUt all of the 7-figure OMG affiliates in this 
epic ebook, just as I have only shared a fraction of the incredible earnings reports 
we were getting in. Speaking of success, James pemberton sent me this Snapchat 

with a new new big paycheck he picked up right at the beginning of May 2016!

Fun moment for dog lovers: In early May 2016, Cassidy and I bought two tiny pomer-
anian puppies, brother and sister, and we named them Yummi and Gucci. hurricane 
Liz was in LA and she howled with laughter at the news - then made a beeline for our 
house where she cuddled and played with them. here’s an adorable video of Yummi 
climbing out of a box.

Cassidy made this Instagram chanel to chronicle Yummi and Gucci’s adventures.

Caliph, whom I’d met in New York City months earlier at tai’s conference, sent in this 
earnings report about how he hit $4,000 per month as a digital marketing agent 
helping businesses with SeO and other services.

Cory Mann sent in this inspiring earnings report on how somebody offered him a 
$100,000 job to come on board as an in-house Digital Marketing Agent...and he said 
maybe he’d do it for $200,000 and the employer pounced with a yes! here’s Cory’s 
post.

Jarrett inspired many OMG’ers with this post about the truck he bought with the skills 
he’s used to become a top gun Digital Marketing Agent.

Carson posted about his epic story over the last year as he had gone from $0 to 
$30,000 per month as a digital marketing agent for clients, including buying his new 
car!

June kicked off with bang with Jake tanner sending me this Snapchat after he took 
delivery of a brand new porsche.

I started thinking about opening up my own dealership for OMG’ers!

In June, David Mills began what would become one of his most beloved webinar 
teaching series - “Alchemy.”

https://www.instagram.com/p/BFPjvxuj8to/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
https://www.instagram.com/p/BFVwUd0j8hq/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
https://www.instagram.com/yummiandgucci/
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/cory-job.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/cory-job.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/jarrett-car.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/carson-30k.png
http://omgmachines.com/images/dispatches/sc/jake-porsche.png
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In all, Alchemy spanned 31 live webinars, two per week for 3+ months, most of them 
2.5 to 3-hours in length, with approximately half of the time with a planned lesson 
from David and the other half of the time spent in action-packed live Q & A.

I personally attended all but one live - even though I happened to be in London during 
one, Brussels for one, and Ibiza during another.

Alchemy built off the core powerful 
lesson from David Mills’ epic Dis-
solving Fear video, and was about 
mixing in value and dissolving out 
contradictions in our thinking, plan-
ning and execution.

this is nothing short of a beloved 
series. OMG’er Megan Lee created 
a Facebook group just for OMG’ers 
wanting to discuss it, and to date it 
has over 600 members!

Sally Sutton posted this about her 
daughter and how they listen to Al-
chemy together.

here’s Alchemy comments by Josh 
Kerr. Joe Ackakji sent me this letter.

In late June, Andrew palmer post-
ed this incredible earnings report, 
about

$500,000 for the last 12-months acting as a digital marketing agent for his own affil-
iate commission generating websites.

Andrew also posted this shout out to David Mills’ Alchemy training.

It’s typical in OMG for me to see many of the most successful members be really in-
spired and empowered by David Mills’ direct training.

Chris Benson closed out June in style with this post about the new house he bought 
with his OMG digital marketing agent moves.

eric tans sent me this report when he was getting close to quitting his day job to be 
a Digital Marketing Agent full-time.

Chris Walker was also getting set to quit his day job and posted this powerful thank 
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you.

Jan, from Norway hit $20,000 per month in affiliate commissions and posted this 
report.

Nathan Wade said he “owed me an earnings report” long since due in this email. he 
had just hit $30,000/month.

A couple of heart-warming earnings reports popped up in August. Jeremie Webb, 
who was on food stamps when she joined OMG, got up to $10,000 per month with a 
huge client. here’s her report.

Bolton Alford, who joined us from his dorm room while he was finishing school had 
blasted way past anything anybody in his class was doing when he got up to $14,000 
per month!

here’s Bolton’s inspiring earnings report.

Daryl Osborn bought this house with his OMG digital marketing agent moves.

Sandy Gallagher, CeO and co-founder of the proctor-Gallagher Institute with Bob 
proctor, created this powerful video speaking out on OMG for all of the triumph our 
members were enjoying.

tai asked me to do a live call at his Beverly hills compound, and during it I felt com-
pelled to call up ronell Stewart, on speaker, to ask him how things were going. he had 
actually just appeared on Shark tank’s “Beyond the tank” because of his incredible 
digital marketing agent service. here’s a clip from that call.

At OMG Live in 2013, ronell, when he was still struggling to make ends meet, asked if 
he could drive my car at the time, a gun metal gray Nissan Gtr. I remember watching 
him grip the steering wheel and look forward intensely, as if he were staring into his 
own future.

Next, our underground Instagram channel springs to life, and the exciting elephant in 
the room webinar!...
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I N LAte AUGUSt, OMG’er JAMeS Upjohn bought his wife a range rover with his 
OMG money-getting and sent me this message. September 2nd, 2016 Jeremiah 
Bennett posted his earnings - $5 short of his first $10,000 month!

In September, I decided to make a dedicated Instagram channel when OMG’er James 
pemberty posted an earnings report and tagged it #poweredByOMG. In honor of 
James, I made the @poweredByOMG Instagram channel.

the first post was when Sean May landed his first client. here’s Sean’s post.

this incredible @poweredByOMG Instagram channel today has over 1,000 posts - 
most of them are incredible success reports from our members.

It’s well worth immersing yourself in the stories and success on that channel!

rather than write another 50 pages to detail the incredible new successes going on 
in the @poweredByOMG Instagram channel today, I’m going to wrap up this epic 
ebook by highlighting a few of the many incredible stories on our proud Instagram 
channel, and by letting you know what’s going on in OMG today, including how to get 
involved.

One thing that’s going on with OMG that’s been happening since day 1 is that our 
members aren’t just having one or two successes, making $10,000 here and $50,000 
there, and then fading off!

For example, on the 4th of July, 2017, Sean May, who was the very first report on our 
channel, stopped me at XS nightclub in Wynn Las Vegas, and told me that every day 
is Independence Day for him now! Because he’s up to $10,000 per month! here’s a 
snapshot.

Back when we were going over March of 2016, I mentioned henry Vega, who had just 
paid for the $25,000 wedding his wife so richly deserved.

Well, a few months ago henry actually stopped me while I was in the checkout line at 
Vons to tell me he’s now up to $10,000 per month! here’s a snapshot.

Also in March of 2016 I mentioned Keyan razi. Keyan has used OMG SeO to make 
money so many different ways! With clients, in his Software As A Solution (SASS) 
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business, and even for real estate investing! here’s Keyan’s latest earnings report - 
from when he helped a woman save her house!

Keyan is now a very important part of OMG both as a member, and also as a premier 
developer we’ve been working with on our ongoing OMG software projects - includ-
ing our exciting new social platform coming very soon.

(Our new platform is a strong reason to make sure you’re on our event notification 
list and paying attention! Go here if you’re not already signed up: omgmachines.com)

David hood, whom I mentioned from all the way back in March of 2013, has now 
made over a million dollars as a Digital Marketing Agent! here’s a snapshot.

I introduced you to Dr Larry back in February of 2015 when he was making an extra 
$15,000 per month with his chiropractic business powered by his DMA moves. Well, 
now he’s added hurricane Liz Amazon - he’s up over $40,000 per month!

eleanor Scott, whom you met at OMG Live 2013, is now a mother and she cherishes 
every day - like not having to send her kids off during the summer like other parents 
she knows. Oh, and she’s making $15,000 per month! here’s a snapshot.

I mentioned Megan Lee when I was talking about David Mills’ beloved Alchemy series. 
Well, Megan has spread her wings and now makes thousands a month as an SeO 
content provider. And she’s continued to champion David Mills’ training with special 
transcripts she herself created, and more. here’s one of Megan’s works.
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When we were back at the start of 2016, I introduced you to Jayme Washington with 
her first $1,000 earnings report, and then again when I met Jayme at one of Bob proc-
tor’s events when she was already up to $12,000.

Jayme started making a lot more, but then things took a disastrous turn when she 
got the news that she had stage 3 breast cancer. here’s a snapshot from the hospital.

Well, Jayme battled back and won! Now 
she’s cancer free oh, and she

made around $80,000 just last month! 
In fact, David Mills asked Jayme to do an 
agent-coaching residency with OMG for 
our 2018 program and it’s just incredible, 
with lots more to come!

I introduced riz Lakini back in February of 
2015 when he burst on the scene starting to 
have success with Liz’s Amazon formula.

Well riz updated us and he’s now over a 
million dollars per year on Amazon!

April of 2016 you met Sebastian Natur, who 
was making $10,000 per month with affili-
ate marketing powered by his OMG digital 
marketing agent skills. Now it’s more like 
$30,000 per month!

I introduced you to travis Causey and Josh 
Fairhurst back in August of 2016 when they 
were at $6,000 per month. today it’s almost 10 times that! here’s a snapshot of travis.

You met Dave Kaminski back when we were talking about October of 2015. With the 
window-washing business he had gotten up to $50,000 per month. Well, he got an 
offer to sell that business for over a million dollars! here’s a short video.

Speaking of OMG’ers whom you met back when I was going over October of 2015, 
Grace Lever and her husband Adam (whom you met all the way back at the first OMG 
Live November 2013!) were up to $50,000 per month as digital agents.

Well now Grace and Adam took things to a whole other incredible level making mil-
lions! here’s Grace’s update!

I’ve mentioned Alex Becker a number of times. Alex has continued to be an amazing 
part of OMG to this day. here’s a snapshot of him from the stage at OMG Live 2016. 
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Alex’s business has soared to new heights. he even bought this Lamborghini Aventa-
dor a few days ago!

Alex was the first person to show OMG’ers what was possible in terms of the life they 
could lead. I’d say, without a doubt, he’s one of the huge reasons we have so many 
incredible OMG car and house reports - both from the standpoint of helping people 
find OMG and get excited about it, and also leading by example.

tai Lopez, and his business partner Alex 
Mehr have soared to incredible heights - and 
they continue to work closely with OMG. 
October of 2017 tai was giving a speech 
and singled out OMG as a singular incredi-
ble success, with our members likely having 
made hundreds of millions. here’s a video 
clip.

I wish I could say OMG is all good news. But 
you can’t get close to people without shar-
ing the bumps in the road - and even the 
really sad events. I mentioned the inspiring 
Darrel Ferguson, who in his late 60s, was 
having incredible success.

We got the heartbreaking news November 
30th, 2016 that he passed away. here’s a 
short video I filmed to commemorate an in-
credible man.

Now I’d like to talk about new beginnings 
and introduce you to just a few of the peo-
ple chronicled in my incredible @powered-
ByOMG Instagram channel, whom you haven’t met just yet.

here’s a report I posted from Josh Ferris, telling how at OMG Live 2015 he was at 
about $10,000 per month with his OMG SeO powered ecommerce business, and that 
he had the goal of getting that up to $100,000 per month. Well, he did it! here’s a 
screen capture of his stats.

Meet Aden hochsteler, a roofer who went from $0 to $2,500,000 with his business, 
acting as his own Digital Marketing Agent!

Meet Scott Keever - he was working at Verizon when he met us. he just bought a 
Mercedes G-wagon with the five figures a month he’s got blazing in.
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Meet Michael Landau-Spiers - he was 19 when he joined OMG. First he used his new-
ly-found digital marketing agent skills to get an affiliate site up from $0 to $20,000 
per month...then he sold that site for around $200,000! And now he’s gone into Am-
azon with Liz’s training and made over $1,000,000 in sales there!

Meet elizabeth engen - she joined OMG and rocket-powered her income over 6-fig-
ures in the first year!

Meet Mark Kirk - he got up to over $100,000 per month as a digital marketing agent! 
he’s bought an Audi r8 and a brand new BMW!

Meet Sydney Cullen - she joined OMG at 17, and started work as a digital marketing 
agent for clients and got up to thousands a month!

Meet Alex Gould - he’s one of the most successful OMG’ers focusing on digital mar-
keting agent skills for affiliate commissions. he made $800,000 last year! he’s bought 
a house and a boat!

Meet Leslie Goodyear - she had a huge month where she made over $100,000 and 
has been an incredible part of our community!

Meet John Susko - he had his brother close on his new OMG house so he could attend 
OMG Live!

Meet Johnny Chen - he stopped me a few months ago when I was in Vegas for Grant 
Cardone’s 10X event. his wife proudly showed me her OMG diamond ring. here’s 
Johnny’s Nissan Gtr!

Meet henry Cendo - he actually stopped me a few moments after Johnny - to tell me 
he was up over $10,000 per month as a DMA. he even introduced me to one of his 
clients who was making so much money because of henry that he came along to see 
the event!

Meet Chanese Smith - speaking of diamond rings, she bought her own OMG diamond 
ring!

Meet Luke Gray - Luke was in college and felt like it was going nowhere, so he dropped 
out. he tried to make it online and spun his wheels. then he became an OMG DMA. 
Now he’s up to $10,000 per week.  Luke, like many, told me our Over-the-Shoulder 
series were his roadmap to massive success. here is Luke’s build tattoo (next page).

Meet Josh hudson - Josh was also in college when he joined OMG. hurricane Liz saw 
his drive and hired him as a powerful funnel-specialist DMA - constantly incredibly 
helpful for OMG! And he now makes $30,000 per month on Amazon! Josh is the one 
who designed the beautiful funnel you see now on omgmachines.com.
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he also did the funnel for Alex engine. 
In each case Josh took guidance from 
David on the look and feel of the site. 
When it came to what to say, David 
told Josh and Liz what he wanted and 
they did that part together.

(Liz has another other fabulous 
OMG’ers she’s hired since - Justin 
Thompson - video expert - he helped 
tremendously with Alex Engine. Here’s 
an example of his handiwork.)

Meet Joshua Beechraft - Stephen 
Floyd spotted Joshua as an

up-and-coming DMA when he started 
with OMG, and now Joshua helps Ste-
phen coach inside OMG.

Meet Faith Jones - her mom, Megan 
Lee, recruited Faith into OMG. Faith 
graduated from Berkeley Law and 
caught on at Skadden - perhaps the 
most prestigious business law firm in 
the US. today she incredibly helps OMG’ers with business law and tax issues!

Meet Luke Maguire - Luke was a day 1 OMG’er whom I wound up speaking with late at 
night on a number of nights starting in 2013 - late nights because Luke is from Aus-
tralia. Luke started as a digital marketing agent for Google SeO, and then got in early 
on Instagram. today he’s one of the most successful OMG’ers ever, and helps others 
find OMG!

Meet Matt Leitz - Matt co-founded Clever Investor with Cody Sperber - and they 
found out about OMG through Nick Fischer, a top gun funnel-focused DMA. Matt 
provided tremendous funnel training inside OMG, and soon will be getting in deeper 
with a new funnel trend he’s established.

Meet Jared Goetz - also intro’ed to OMG through Nick Fischer, Jared was the #2 fast-
est growing entrepreneur after Kylie Jenner on Shopify last year.

the snapshot I shared also features his partner on his digital marketing agency - 
Damien.

Speaking of Kylie - notice that there’s gobs of reality tV child-stars. Lots of them are 
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influencers with huge followings. And only one of them, Kylie, has done $450,000 in 
sales on Shopify. It’s not a small difference that Kylie learned digital marketing agent 
skills for driving traffic from Shopify and Instagram, and then went funnel to fulfil-
ment. A $450,000 difference!

Meet Billy Gene - he’s one of the top gun Digital Marketing Agents - $600,000 in 
receipts last month!

he’s specialized on paid ads. he even 
helped build the marketing for Orange-
theory fitness! We’ve asked Billy to be 
the keynote speaker at OMG Live 2018 
on November 9 - 11 in Franklin, tennessee 
just outside of Nashville!

Speaking of OMG LIVe Nashville, we’re 
so proud to also announce that we’ve 
got Jake tanner coming in to teach a full 
day on how he went $0 when he joined 
OMG to $8 million dollars last year as a 
digital marketing agent! So that’s going 
to be absolutely incredible!

Meet ryan Deiss - I’ve known and masterminded with ryan, founder of Digital Mar-
keter, traffic & Conversion and War room, since 2004. We had a special Live OMG 
event in Los Angeles in late 2017 with ryan and his partner perry Belcher and roland 
Frazier.

If you click on ryan’s link above, you’ll see his amazement at the success of OMG’ers! 
I’ve created a special page with some of the displays of success that OMG’ers have 
had - these are video clips that have inspired and amazed:

http://omgmachines.com/Breaking-news/

On that page, the first is that speech clip by tai Lopez speaking out on the vast suc-
cess of OMG’ers.

Below that is the clip with ryan, perry and roland, where I ask our packed OMG au-
dience from our Los Angeles conference, who ranks, who’s making money...including 
who’s made $10,000, $100,000 and $1,000,000!

Below that is Anthony Morrison and Adrian Morrison - two incredible people who 
have helped so many people find OMG - and they came out to an OMG VSp (very 
serious person) event I hosted in West hollywood in March of 2017.
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I asked people to raise their hands if they’ve made at least $100,000. You’ve got to 
see the reaction.

Below that is OMG Live 2015, OMG Live 2014, and OMG Live 2013 - where I asked who 
paid for their ticket and trip to OMG LIve with OMG profits. It’s absolutely astonishing 
to see the wall-to-wall success!

If you’re already a part of OMG, I hope you’ve enjoyed this epic ebook about David 
Mills’ incredible strategic stroke with OMG and the people who helped bring it to life.

he did it by going “meta” with our strategies, and focusing on the frameworks of our 
agent coaches!

During a live webinar I asked our members to comment “$100,000” if they felt like 
OMG is worth at least $100,000! here is the shocking response!

If you’re new, I’m sure your head is spinning from all the success!

It still makes my head spin seeing so many people, lots of them battling long odds, 
get into OMG and change their stars!

Now it’s time to introduce you to OMG 2018 in style! Bob proctor introduced a very 
special webinar, led by David Mills, including Greg Morrison and Stephen Floyd that’s 
absolutely amazing.

http://omgmachines.com/100k-landslide.php
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here’s a button to go to the extraordinary elephant in the room webinar and get 
started with OMG DMA 2018: Shortcutting the System!

See you on the inside, Mike Long

P.S. You’ve met many OMG’ers here, but I wish I could have also introduced you to 
hundreds and hundreds and hundreds more whom I know personally and who are 
killing it as Digital Marketing Agents.

Make sure to study our underground Instagram here. here is the earnings report page 
we had before that. here is our cars and houses reports.

P.P.S. I’m finishing this epic ebook from Las Vegas. Last night I went with friends to 
Omnia to see Calvin harris’ play. I’ve been to Omnia to see Calvin harris before, and 
it’s always crazy, but I tell you, last night it was packed like I’ve never seen it. here’s a 
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short video clip to give you a sense of the crowd.

On my way back to trump International, I took a taxi and I asked the driver if I was just 
imagining things - because, as I mentioned earlier in this chapter, we were in Vegas 
last year for the Independence Day weekend as well - and it was busy - but nothing 
like this.

My driver, who came to America from ethiopia 25 years ago, and who started driving 
a taxi in Vegas 12 years ago, told me that recently, Vegas has been packed day after 
day, weekend after weekend, like he’s never seen.

When I walked into the hotel I decided to ask a couple of the security guards the 
same thing. they agreed with the driver. So I happen to be writing this epic ebook 
at a time when the economy is unmistakably and loudly booming. Yesterday, it was 
reported that there’s a record 155,576,000 people employed in the US.

January 20th, 2018, tai Lopez asked me to give a speech at his sold-out Santa Monica 
conference.

At that event I predicted massive economic expansion in 2018, and I gave a reason 
why.

I linked to the recording of my speech on the next page if you want to watch the 
whole speech - but the basics of what I said is that there’s a documented psychologi-
cal phenomenon that if you’re playing roulette and you win, you’re likely to bet again.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bk7PSlFl85S/?taken-by=omgmasterkey
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And if you lose, you’re also likely to bet again.

But here’s what’s interesting. If somebody asks if you want to bet again while the 
wheel is still spinning, then you’re likely to say no.

Of course that highlights a certain way that our minds are illogical. But here’s where 
it gets interesting.

When I gave that speech 6 months ago, the trump tax Cuts and Jobs bill had just 
passed.

I pointed out that the tax cuts were coming all along in 2017. But because of the 
whole political swirl surrounding the Muller investigation and such, nobody knew 
whether they were coming or not.

Funny thing though, business owners would have invested even if there had been no 
tax cuts. And, of course, when the tax cuts came, as I pointed out during my speech, 
businesses started throwing money all over the place.

huge employee bonus packages from big companies like Apple and Fedex and lots 
of investment.

So here’s the strategic point - the meta strategy - is that business owners should have 
been investing in 2017, but instead they kept their chips on the side. I predicted - and 
it was the point of my whole speech - that there was going to be MASSIVe expansion 
and growth in 2018.

Because all of 2017 investment and the investment in 2018 hit at the same time. here’s 
the speech:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8M2945BfmWU&amp;feature=youtu.be&amp;t=17044
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My conclusion as I wrapped up my speech was to tell people, “It’s morning. It’s go 
time!” I said that if you’re thinking of starting a business, do it. If you’re thinking about 
asking for a raise, ask for more than you’re already considering.

I said that this is a strategic move. Just like in Blackjack where sometimes there are 
just a lot of face cards left in the shoe, relatively speaking, and you’re just wildly more 
likely to win. So for example, it would be correct to double down at times when nor-
mally, it would be incorrect.

I said the shoe is stacked with face cards for the economy to go.

Well, now it’s 6 months later and I was proven massively right. We’re now at statisti-
cal zero unemployment according to economists. And any way you cut it, there are 
literally more job openings than people looking for them.

So what does that say about kicking it into high gear now? Very smart timing. In fact, 
if anything, it’s a better bet now - because I’m already proven right. I’ve done all of 
the customer service for OMG, a $45,000,000 venture, and I am so dialed into what’s 
going on right now!

there’s never been a better time to WIN. -- to win big in your life and to change your 
stars. I’ve seen such incredible success from OMG’ers in the last 6 months, it’s almost 
hard to wrap my head around it at times.

especially when you add in this edge that we’ve revealed to you - the Digital Market-
ing Agent edge - instead of chasing lottery ticket moves.

If you’ve enjoyed this Epic Ebook, and especially if you’re ready to win, I’ve placed a 
review thread on my @poweredByOMG Instagram - it’s a picture of the cover of this 
book. Please place your comment in this thread on Instagram. Or if you don’t have 
Instagram, I also posted it here on Facebook.

It’s an exciting time to be alive! here’s the elephant in the room Webinar! (Which will 
direct you to your free members area as well!)

http://instagram.com/poweredbyomg
http://omgmachines.com/insta
http://omgmachines.com/insta
http://omgmachines.com/fb
http://omgmachines.com/webby
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